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Nken Möıse
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Ryerson University
Abstract

This dissertation studies the effect of continual reduction in the tariff bindings and its
implications on the static and dynamic formation of preferential trade agreements (PTAs).
Underlying trade model is a three country “competing exporters” model. First, utilizing a
static game of endogenous trade agreement formation between three countries, we examine
the effects of continual reduction in tariff bindings on the role of PTA formation in attaining
global free trade. We show that, in the free trade agreement (FTA) formation game,
when countries are completely symmetric, free trade always obtains as the coalition-proof
Nash equilibrium (CPNE) of the FTA game. Under the customs union (CU) game, CU
members exercise an exclusion incentive and free trade fails to be a CPNE. When countries
are asymmetric with respect to their comparative advantage, the country with a weaker
comparative advantage has an incentive to free ride on trade liberalization of the two others
and continual reduction in tariff bindings facilitates FTA formation in attaining global free
trade.

Next, we employ a three country dynamic model of PTA formation where countries
form PTAs over time and investigate the impact of multilateral tariff binding liberalization
on the equilibrium extent of FTA and CU formation in isolation. When forming FTAs
under relatively high tariff bindings, a myopic free riding incentive of FTA non-members
constrains FTA formation. Thus, tariff binding liberalization can facilitate FTA expansion
to global free trade. However, when forward looking countries do not value this myopic
free riding incentive, tariff binding liberalization can impede FTA expansion to global free
trade. In our CU game, CU formation proceeds to global free trade only for relatively high
tariff bindings.

Finally, we examine the PTA game where countries endogenously choose between CU
and FTA formation. Under such a game, we show that the equilibrium emergence of CUs
can prevent global free trade that would otherwise occur through FTAs. In contrast, the
equilibrium emergence of FTAs can facilitate global free trade that would otherwise not
occur through CUs.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Trade liberalization at the World Trade Organization1 (WTO), has proceeded, since its
creation in 1948, essentially along two major fronts: periodic rounds of multilateral negoti-
ations that are open to all WTO member countries and the formation of preferential trade
agreements (PTAs) among a subset of members. Our objective in this dissertation is to
investigate the effects of continual reduction in tariff bindings (resulting from multilateral
negotiations) on the endogenous formation of PTAs both statically and dynamically.

Membership in the WTO requires that countries take on commitments with respect
to their tariffs and other trade barriers. The first such commitment is the application of
symmetric tariff rates on imports from all other WTO members via the MFN principle of
nondiscrimination. As the very first Article of the GATT, MFN principle lies at the heart
of the WTO system, requiring members to accord the most favourable tariff given to the
product of any one member to all other members. In other words, if a member country
extends tariff concession to a WTO member country, it has to extend the same concession
to all other member countries. Second, a WTO member agrees to take on legally binding
commitment on chosen set of products that is a cap above which it promises not to raise
its applied tariff. For each of those products with some legally binding commitment, the
member chooses an exact value for this upper limit that is referred to as the ”tariff binding”
or ”tariff cap”. A WTO member country’s MFN applied rate must therefore be less than
or equal to the bound tariff rate (tariff binding) in order to be legal under the WTO.2 Two
things need to be noted about multilateral tariff negotiations. First, they do not aim at
the complete elimination of all tariffs (free trade), but to the “substantial reduction” of
the general level of tariffs (freer trade). Second, it refers to the reduction of the “binding
of duties at then existing levels” resulting from negotiations.

1The WTO is in some ways a successor to General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), and the
original GATT text (GATT 1947) is still in effect under the WTO framework.

2If a country raises its tariff beyond its bound rate, the countries adversely affected are able to seek
remedy via the dispute settlement process through which they may obtain the right to retaliate against
an equivalent value of the offending country’s exports or the right to receive compensation, usually in the
form of reduced tariffs on other products they export to the offending country.
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One of the most important achievements of the GATT/WTO to date has been a sub-
stantial reduction in the level of bindings in international trade. At the creation of the
GATT, the average tariff bindings among trading countries was between 20 and 30 per
cent. Since then, eight rounds of multilateral trade negotiations have significantly reduced
the bound tariff rates of all WTO members. Following the conclusion of the last successful
multilateral round, Uruguay Round (UR) in 1994, the average bindings across all products
and countries fell to less than five percent. By contrast, the Doha Round, which is the
latest round of trade negotiations, started in 2001 but have stalled and failed to reach a
consensus that is acceptable for all the negotiating parties. Note that tariff reductions also
take place within the negotiations for accession to the GATT/WTO of new members, as
well as in the context of plurilateral negotiations aimed at eliminating tariffs on specific
sectors. The most successful plurilateral negotiations, at least as far as the number of
participants is concerned, were those carried out pursuant to the Information Technology
Agreement (ITA). The ITA’s participants3 are committed to completely eliminating tariffs
on IT products covered by the Agreement. The commitments undertaken under the ITA
accrue to all WTO members on an MFN basis. Ultimately, MFN tariff concessions have
been and continue to be a cornerstone of multilateral trade liberalization.

Nevertheless, in direct contrast to the central pillar of GATT being the non-discriminatory
MFN principle, GATT also allows discriminatory liberalization through PTAs. In partic-
ular, Article XXIV of the GATT provides an important exception to the notion of non-
discrimination as specified by the MFN clause by allowing a subset of member countries
to form PTAs. A group of WTO member countries can extend tariff concessions to each
other via PTAs but not to other WTO member countries. Article XXIV requires PTA
members to eliminate their internal tariffs on each other and not to raise their external
tariffs on the non-members. Countries can either form Free Trade Agreements (FTAs) and
maintain sovereign discretion over their “external tariffs” on non-members; or Customs
Unions (CUs) and set a common external tariff on non-members. Although relatively rare
in the pre-Uruguay Round world, the implementation of the UR’s results coincided with a
period of growing formation of PTAs and an expansion of the multilateral system’s mem-
bership from an initial 23 to 164 economies.4 According to the WTO, the number of PTAs
in force was 445 as of June, 2017 and all WTO members now have a PTA in force. 90% of
PTAs are in the form of FTAs with CUs comprising the rest (Freund and Ornelas, 2010).
Despite the sheer number of FTAs vastly outnumber CUs with the WTO, the existing CUs
do involve major trading areas of the world: the EU and much of Latin America (where
MERCOSUR resides).

Economists and policy-makers have long suspected that the contrasting fortunes of
these two types of trade liberalization (discriminatory and non-discriminatory) may be
inter-related. The tension between these discriminatory and non-discriminatory modes
of liberalization spawned and, through failure of the current Doha Round, has sustained

3The ITA was concluded by 29 participants in December 1996. Since then, the number of participants
has grown to 82 (counting the EU members as one), representing about 97 per cent of world trade in IT
products.

4For a discussion of the negotiating history leading up to the GATT, see Irwin, Mavroidis, and Sykes
(2008).
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a large literature. 5 There exists an extensive literature dealing with the widespread
concern that the formation of PTAs may undermine the prospect of global free trade and
serve as an alternative, rather than a complement, to multilateral trade liberalization.6

In particular, this literature focuses on understanding how the discriminatory nature of
PTAs impacts the degree of global trade liberalization that would otherwise arise in terms
of non-discriminatory MFN tariffs set by countries either individually or through global
negotiation rounds. However, the reverse analysis on how continual reduction in tariff
bindings affects the formation of PTAs and alters the role of Article XXIV of the GATT
in attaining global free trade is relatively scarce. In a detailed survey, Freund and Ornelas
(2010) documents the scarcity of analyses on how multilateral trade liberalization affects
preferential trade agreements and regionalism. This dissertation aims at filling this gap in
the literature using an endogenous PTA formation models statically and dynamically in
examining the extent of PTA formation as the tariff bindings fall.

Very few examples of studies that examine the implications of multilateral trade lib-
eralization on PTA formation include Ethier (1998), Freund (2000), and Lake and Roy
(2017). Ethier (1998) argues that regionalism is a benign consequence of the success of
multilateralism since it allows small countries to benefit from formation of FTAs with large
countries to gain a marginal advantage over other small countries in attracting foreign di-
rect investment. Freund (2000) examine whether bilateral agreements are enforceable in a
standard repeated game framework to explore the criteria for self-enforcing bilateral tariff
reductions. Unlike us, Freund (2000) takes bilateral PTAs and multilateral free trade as
exogenously given, ignoring the hub and spoke regime in a symmetric oligopoly model of
trade. The results we find in Chapter 3 results extend support to Freund (2000) in that, as
bound tariffs fall, the forces pulling countries away from free trade into bilateral agreements
strengthen implying that the exclusion incentive rises with the multilateral tariff reduction.
Unlike Freund (2000), we show that the exclusion incentive goes unexercised and free riding
incentive becomes pivotal in a model where FTA formation is endogenous. Because tariff
binding liberalization weakens the free riding incentive of FTA non-members, like Freund
(2000), we find that multilateral tariff liberalization facilitates FTA expansion in Chap-
ter 4. In contrast to these positive views regarding multilateral tariff liberalization, Lake
and Roy (2017) use an innovative approach where multilateral trade negotiation precedes
sequential FTAs and show that global free trade never emerges when global tariff negoti-
ations precede FTA formation. Specifically, Lake and Roy (2017) show how endogenous
determination of multilateral tariff bindings generates an FTA exclusion that otherwise
would not exist. Like our paper, relatively tight multilateral tariff bindings deliver tariff
concessions from FTA non-members to FTA members without FTA members needing to
form FTAs with non-members. Ultimately, multilateralism acts as a stumbling bloc to

5Bagwell et al. (2016) made an excellent survey of economic literature addressing various trade agree-
ments (including WTO and PTAs) and their relative role in trade liberalization from the “terms-of-trade”
theory perspective.

6Prominent examples in this strand of literature include papers by Krugman (1991), Bhagwati (1991),
Yi (1996), Bagwell and Staiger (1997a, 1997b, 1998, 2005a, 2005b), Krishna (1998), Riezamn (1999), Bond
et al. (2004), Goyal and Joshi (2006), Furusawa and Konishi (2007), Aghion et al. (2007), Missios et al.
(2016), Ornelas (2005, 2007), Saggi (2006), Saggi and Yildiz (2010, 2011), Saggi et al. (2013, 2018),
Stoyanov and Yildiz (2015) and Lake (2017).
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global free trade.

While the literature has long understood that PTAs can impact the extent of MFN
tariff liberalization and hence the ultimate degree of global liberalization, the literature
has largely ignored that the extent of MFN tariff liberalization via continual reduction
in tariff bindings can impact the extent of PTA formation. This is despite the fact that
real world MFN tariff liberalization often takes the form of tariff binding reductions which
directly impact the incentives for PTA formation through changing the MFN tariffs that
countries face in the absence and presence of a PTA. This observation raises the following
key question that we address in this dissertation: how does a continual reduction in tariff
bindings across the world impact the role of FTAs and CUs in attaining global free trade?
In this dissertation, this question is examined in both static and dynamic PTA formation
models.

Underlying trade model in this dissertation, developed in Chapter 2, is a three country
competing exporters model which is an adapted version of the two country comparative
advantage based framework of Horn et al. (2010). Each country imports one good from the
other two countries who are competing exporters in the importing country. We find that in
our trade model the formation of a bilateral PTA (both FTA and CU) induces each member
to lower its tariff on the non-member country relative to the status quo, i.e. the model
exhibits tariff complementarity. To focus on the impact of continual reductions in tariff
bindings, our model features exogenous symmetric tariff binding. As a result, exogenously
given tariff bindings lead to three distinct scenarios: (i) no tariff binding scenario where
the bound tariff rate exceeds the optimal Nash tariffs and countries are free to impose their
optimal tariffs under all trade regimes; (ii) partial tariff binding scenario where the bound
tariff rate exceeds the optimal tariff of a member country under a PTA but falls below
the optimal Nash tariffs and thus the member countries under a PTA are free to impose
their optimal external tariffs while the non-member country under a PTA is required to
apply the bound tariff rate and (iii) full tariff binding scenario where the bound tariff
rate falls below the optimal tariffs of member countries under a PTA and thus countries
lose their freedom to impose optimal external tariffs under all possible trade regimes and
are required to apply their tariff bindings. Note that while the tariff binding overhang
can arise in the first two scenarios, it disappears in the final scenario since tariff bindings
bind all countries. Consistent with the legally binding commitments on bound tariff rates,
our point of departure is a world in which all countries are the WTO members that face
exogenously given tariff bindings and thus their applied rates under any trade regime must
therefore be less than or equal to the tariff bindings.

In Chapter 3, we employ a static endogenous PTA formation model in which our
analysis on how the continual reduction in tariff bindings affects countries’ preferences
for PTA formation delivers several interesting insights. We first examine the coalition
proof Nash equilibrium agreements (CPNE) of the FTA and CU formation games between
symmetric countries under exogenously given tariff bindings. We show that, when countries
are completely symmetric, no country has an incentive to unilaterally deviate from global
free trade and free ride on trade liberalization by the other two countries regardless of the
(i) level of tariff bindings and (ii) the type of PTAs (FTA or CU). However, we show that
two countries have incentives to jointly exclude the third one via a bilateral FTA or bilateral
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CU from free trade network when tariff bindings are sufficiently tight. The intuition behind
these results can be explained as follows. First consider that tariff bindings are sufficiently
lax and countries are able to impose their optimal external tariffs. Under such a case,
although the PTA outsider benefits from the lower external tariffs faced when exporting
to the PTA members (due to tariff complementarity), it faces discrimination in the export
markets of member countries. Through eliminating the discrimination faced in both PTA
members’ markets, an FTA outsider always benefits from moving from a bilateral FTA
to global free trade. When the tariff binding falls below the optimal Nash tariffs, the
non-member country under a bilateral PTA loses its ability to set its optimal tariff and
is required to impose its tariff binding. On the other hand, the PTA member countries
fully enjoy free access in each others market and are either (i) fully able to impose their
optimal external tariffs (as under the partial tariff binding scenario) or (ii) impose the
same external tariff as the non-member country (as under the full tariff binding scenario).
This makes the discrimination faced by the PTA outsider more prominent and weakens
any free riding incentive.

When the tariff binding is sufficiently lax, the PTA non-member imposes relatively
high tariffs on the PTA members. To eliminate these barriers, the PTA members have
a strong incentive for forming an additional PTA with the non-member. However, the
strength of this incentive weakens as the PTA outsider becomes more constrained by a
tighter tariff binding. Indeed, once the tariff binding is sufficiently tight, PTA members
have already extracted substantial tariff concessions from the FTA non-members and this
generates an exclusion incentive for PTA members. It is important to note here that
the flexibility of FTA formation implies that hub and spoke type of regime is an option
under FTA formation only and thus FTAs are more susceptible to opportunistic unilateral
deviations by member countries than CUs. As stated above, when countries are symmetric,
countries have no incentives to free ride while exclusion incentives arise under both FTA
and CU games when tariff bindings are sufficiently tight. We find that free trade always
obtains as the CPNE of the FTA game since exclusion incentives go unexercised in the
equilibrium due to the flexibility in FTA formation. However, unlike the FTA formation
game, countries are able to exercise the exclusion incentive under the CU game and free
trade fails to be a CPNE when the tariff bindings are sufficiently tight and thus the pursuit
of CUs undermines global free trade.

Given that free trade always arises as a CPNE under the FTA game when countries are
completely symmetric, we next examine under what circumstances, if any, free trade fails to
be a CPNE. We show that such a possibility arises only when countries are asymmetric with
respect to their comparative advantage. It turns out that, due to smaller export and larger
import volumes, the country with a weaker comparative advantage in the exporting goods
has an incentive to free ride on trade liberalization between the other countries. Lower
bound tariff rates disciplines this incentive via limiting the ability of setting optimal tariffs.
As before, due to the lure of a hub and spoke arrangement and the relatively flexible nature
of FTA formation, exclusion incentives go unexercised and free riding incentive becomes
pivotal for multilateral free trade to be a CPNE. As a result, multilateral free trade is more
likely to be a CPNE as the multilateral negotiated bound tariff rates decline. This result
provides support for the idea that continual decline in tariff bindings acts as a complement
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to the FTA formation in achieving global free trade: FTA formation is more likely to act
as a building bloc when it is accompanied by lower tariff bindings.

Here, it is important to note from the existing literature that exclusion incentives for
PTA members and free riding incentives for PTA non-members have long been important
for theoretical analyses of PTA formation and their role in the attainment of global free
trade.7 However, a given analysis typically only relies on an exclusion incentive of PTA
members or only relies on a free riding incentive of PTA non-members. Relying on free
riding incentives in endogenous FTA formation setting, Saggi and Yildiz (2010) show the
incentive to free ride on FTA formation is weaker than the incentive to free ride on MFN
liberalization of other countries and, hence, FTAs can be a “building bloc” to global free
trade. In contrast, Saggi et al. (2013) rely on an exclusion incentive and show the incentive
of CU members to exclude the non-member can be stronger than the MFN free riding
incentive and, hence, CUs can be a “stumbling bloc” to global free trade. We extend this
literature by examining the degree of exclusion incentives and free riding incentives as tariff
bindings fall and determining whether these incentives are exercised in the equilibrium.

Chapters 4 and 5 further study how continual reductions in the tariff binding impact
the role of PTAs in the attainment of global free trade dynamically. To this end, We
build a three country dynamic model of PTA formation where countries form PTAs over
time. While FTA and CU games are examined in isolation in chapter 4, chapter 5 extends
our analysis into a “PTA game” where countries can endogenously choose between FTA
and CU formation. In both of these chapters, we examine the Markov perfect equilibrium
(MPE).

In the FTA game, with relatively high tariff binding, the key intuition revolves around
free riding by the FTA outsider who holds a myopic free riding incentive. Intuitively, de-
spite facing discrimination, the FTA outsider benefits from the well known tariff comple-
mentarity phenomena whereby FTA members lower their MFN tariff upon FTA formation.
Indeed, the FTA outsider actually becomes worse off upon a subsequent FTA with an FTA
insider. In this sense, the FTA outsider holds a myopic free riding incentive. However,
by eliminating the discrimination faced in both FTA insider markets, the FTA outsider
benefits from global free trade. The tension between this farsighted benefit of global free
trade and the myopic free riding incentive generates a dynamic trade-off. A sufficiently pa-
tient FTA outsider willingly becomes the spoke because of the farsighted benefit of global
free trade. But, a sufficiently myopic FTA outsider holds a dynamic free riding incentive
in that it refuses any subsequent FTA formation because the myopic free riding incentive
dominates the farsighted benefit of global free trade.

However, continual reductions in the global tariff binding eventually eliminate the my-
opic free riding incentive by constraining the FTA outsider’s ability to levy its optimal
tariffs on the FTA insiders. With a relatively low tariff binding, the key intuition revolves
around the FTA insiders holding an exclusion incentive. Intuitively, the FTA insiders have

7Indeed, the seminal contributions of Levy (1997) and Krishna (1998) relied on exclusion incentives.
Ornelas (2005) represents an early analysis relying on a free riding incentive. In a recent survey chapter,
Lake and Krishna (2018) emphasizes the role played by exclusion incentives and free riding incentives in
the theoretical PTA literature.
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already extracted tariff concessions from the FTA outsider through the relatively low tariff
binding and benefit from excluding the FTA outsider from global free trade to protect
their preferential access as FTA insiders. Nevertheless, an FTA insider benefits myopically
from forming its own FTA with the FTA outsider and thus becoming the “hub” with pref-
erential access to both of the other “spoke” countries. The tension between this myopic
benefit of becoming the hub and the farsighted nature of the exclusion incentive generates
a dynamic trade off. A sufficiently myopic FTA insider becomes the hub because of the
benefits associated with preferential access to both spoke markets. But, a sufficiently pa-
tient FTA insider holds a dynamic exclusion incentive in that it refuses any subsequent
FTA formation because of the farsighted benefit of not precipitating expansion to global
free trade.

Two main insights emerge when analysing how continual tariff binding reductions
change how FTA formation helps or hinders the attainment of global free trade. First,
when high tariff bindings prevent FTA expansion to global free trade, continual reductions
in the tariff binding facilitate FTA formation that attains global free trade. Specifically,
suppose the dynamic free riding incentive prevents global free trade under a sufficiently
high tariff binding noting that this requires sufficient myopia. Then, continual reductions
in the tariff binding eventually eliminate the dynamic free riding incentive and, despite
generating an exclusion incentive, FTA insiders do not hold a dynamic exclusion incen-
tive because the dynamic exclusion incentive requires sufficient patience. In turn, FTA
formation yields global free trade.

The second insight is that when high tariffs bindings facilitate FTA expansion to global
free trade, continual reductions in tariff bindings change the nature of FTA formation so
that FTA expansion no longer facilitates but can rather impede FTA expansion to global
free trade. This insight may be especially relevant given the literature documents FTA
formation typically takes many years. As such, tariff binding reductions may occur before
FTA expansion has time to reach global free trade. In this case, the FTA outsider does
not hold a dynamic free riding incentive under the initially high tariff binding because
of sufficient patience. However, continual tariff binding reductions create an exclusion
incentive and FTA insiders may hold a dynamic exclusion incentive since this also requires
sufficient patience. In this case, FTA formation would eventually yield global free trade
under the initial and relatively high tariff binding, but continual reductions in the tariff
binding generate a dynamic exclusion incentive for FTA insiders who refuse any subsequent
FTA formation with the FTA outsider.

Chapter 5 extends our analysis into a “PTA game” where countries can endogenously
choose between FTA and CU formation and we introduce the terminology of a “PTA
stumbling bloc” and a “PTA building bloc”. The key question in this chapter is whether
a given type of PTA (i.e. FTAs or CUs) improves or hurts the prospects of global free
trade relative to the outcome if this type of PTA was banned? The classic building bloc-
stumbling bloc issue in the PTA literature is typically viewed as a comparison between PTA
formation and multilateral liberalization in terms of whether PTA formation improves or
hurts the prospects of global free trade relative to the outcome under multilateral liber-
alization. However, in practice, multilateral liberalization happens in the short bursts in
the background whether it be through various global rounds of negotiations or plurilateral
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agreements such as the ITA. In contrast, countries are continuously forming PTAs on the
surface of the global trade policy landscape and, in doing so, choosing whether to form
FTAs or CUs. Primarily based on Saggi and Yildiz (2010) and Saggi et al. (2013), Maggi
(2014) hypothesizes that CU formation constrains the prospects of global free trade but
argues such a conclusion requires a model where countries endogenously choose between
CU and FTA formation. Chapter 5 indeed address Maggi’s hypothesis by developing a
model where countries endogenously choose between FTA and CU formation and asking
the following question: does a given type of PTA improve or hurt the prospects of global
free trade relative to the outcome if this type of PTA was banned?

In our dynamic PTA formation model, PTA members can hold exclusion incentives and
PTA non-members can hold free riding incentives. Rather than tie the existence of these
incentives to country asymmetries, which are somewhat nebulous in terms of real world
application of theoretical PTA models, we tie them to tariff binding liberalization which
has concrete real world interpretations as we discussed above. Whether FTAs or CUs
emerge in equilibrium revolves around a dynamic trade off. On one hand, CU formation
confers coordination benefits on CU members. From a myopic perspective, CU members
benefit from coordination of their external tariffs internalizing the negative intra-PTA
externality of tariff complementarity. From a farsighted perspective, CU members benefit
from the implication that coordination of their external tariffs confers veto power on each
CU member regarding subsequent CU expansion to global free trade. This veto power is
valuable in the presence of a CU exclusion incentive because, in contrast, each FTA member
can form their own subsequent FTA with the FTA non-member and thus precipitate FTA
expansion to global free trade. On the other hand, the ability of each FTA member to
form their own subsequent FTA with the non-member confers an FTA flexibility benefit
on FTA members. This FTA flexibility benefit is valuable because it allows a member of
an initial FTA to then become the “hub” and have sole preferential access with the other
two “spoke” countries.

We say that CUs (FTAs) are a “PTA stumbling bloc” if CU (FTA) formation emerges
in equilibrium and does not lead to global free trade yet FTA (CU) formation would lead
to global free trade in the absence of CUs (FTAs). Similarly, we say that CUs (FTAs) are a
“PTA building bloc” if CU (FTA) formation emerges in equilibrium and leads to global free
trade yet FTA (CU) formation would not lead to global free trade in the absence of CUs
(FTAs). Under such model, we determine whether FTAs or CUs emerge in equilibrium.

Ultimately, combining our results in chapters 4 and 5, we confirm Maggi’s hypothesis
by arguing that FTAs and CUs play very different roles in helping or hurting the prospects
for global free trade. On one hand, FTAs can be PTA building blocs but never PTA
stumbling blocs. That is, when FTA formation emerges in equilibrium then (i) it can lead
to global free trade when CU formation would not but (ii) if it does not lead to global free
trade then neither does CU formation. On the other hand, CUs can be PTA stumbling
blocs but never PTA building blocs. That is, when CU formation emerges in equilibrium
then (i) there are conditions where CU expansion will not, but FTA expansion will, lead
to global free trade and (ii) when CU formation leads to global free trade then so does
FTA formation. In particular, this PTA building bloc role of FTAs and PTA stumbling
bloc role of CUs emerges for an intermediate degree of tariff bindings. This suggests that
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the asymmetric impact of FTAs versus CUs may have become more prevalent with the
phase in of Uruguay Round multilateral tariff binding liberalization and plurilateral tariff
binding agreements like the Information Technology Agreement.

The dissertation proceeds as follows. Chapter 2 describes our underlying trade model.
Chapter 3 examines the coalition proof Nash equilibrium agreements of the FTA formation
game for all possible levels of tariff bindings. Then, we extend our analysis in a setting
where countries the PTA under consideration is a customs union. Chapters 4-5 analyse
the dynamic equilibrium outcome of PTA formation. Chapter 4 analyses FTA game and
Cu game in isolation. Chapter 5 analyses the “PTA game” where countries endogenously
choose between FTAs and CUs. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes. All proofs are relegated to
Appendices 6, 6, 6 and 6.
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Chapter 2
Underlying Trade Model

2.1 Trade Model

Our underlying economic framework is an adapted three country version of the two country
comparative advantage model of Horn et al. (2010). This model is utilized with differ-
ent comparative advantage structure assumptions in order to derive results presented in
Chapters 3-5.

We consider a perfectly competitive world with three large countries: z = i, j, and k
and three (non-numéraire) goods: g = I, J , and K and a numéraire good v0. On the
demand side, the representative citizen’s utility function is assumed to be quasi-linear:

U(v, v0) = u(v) + v0, (2.1)

where v = [vI , vJ , vK ] is the consumption vector for the three non-numéraire goods, v0

denotes the consumption of the numéraire good, and u(v) is quadratic and additively
separable in the three non-numéraire goods. The demand for good g in country z is then
given by

dgz(p
g
z) = α− pgz (2.2)

where pgz denotes the consumer price of good g in country z. Assuming that the popula-
tion in each country is a continuum of measure one, we can write the consumer surplus
associated with good g in country z as:

CSgz (pgz) = ugz[d
g
z(p

g
z)]− pgzdgz(pgz) (2.3)

On the supply side, as in Horn et al. (2010), labour (`) is the only factor of production
which is employed in the production of the numéraire good that is produced one-for-one
from labour. The supply of labour is assumed to be large enough that the numéraire good
is always produced in a positive amount; therefore the equilibrium wage is equal to one.
Each non-numéraire good is produced from labour with diminishing returns. In particular,
we assume the following production function for non-numéraire good g in country z: Qg

z =
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√
2λgz`g, where Qg

z is the production of good g in country z and `g is the labour employed
in the production of good g. The supply function of good g in country z is as follows:

sgz(q
g
z) = λgzq

g
z (2.4)

where qqz denotes the producer price for good g in country z.

We assume the following comparative advantage structure across countries: λIi = λJj =
λKk = 1 while λJi = λKi = 1 + λi; λ

I
j = λKj = 1 + λj and λIk = λJk = 1 + λk. In other

words, each country has a comparative advantage in two goods while having a comparative
disadvantage in the other good: each country imports the good that is indexed by the same
upper-case letter as the identity of the country. For example, country i imports good I
while exporting good J to country j and good K to country k. Thus, there are two
competing exporters competing over an imported non-numéraire good in the importing
country. Country z’s producer surplus in good g as follows:

PSgz (qgz) =

∫
sgz(q

g
z)dq

g
z =

1

2
λgz(q

g
z)

2 (2.5)

Due to the absence of any tariff in country i on goods J and K, the consumer and
producer prices of goods J and K in country i are equal: qJi = pJi and qKi = pKi . As there
is no domestic taxation for the import competing sector, producer and consumer prices are
also equal in this sector: qIi = pIi .

As a representative scenario for all goods and countries, consider good I (i.e. the good
in which country i is has a comparative disadvantage). Let tij be the tariff imposed by
country i on its imports of good I from country j. Ruling out prohibitive tariffs yields the
following no-arbitrage conditions for good I:

pIi = pIj + tij = pIk + tik (2.6)

Let mI
i be country i’s imports of good I:

mI
i = d(pIi )− sIi (pIi ) = α− 2pIi (2.7)

Each country’s exports of a good must equal its domestic supply of that good minus its
local consumption:

xIj = (1 + λj)p
I
j − [α− pIj ] and xIk = (1 + λk)p

I
k − [α− pIk] (2.8)

Market clearing for good I requires that country i’s imports equal the total exports of the
other two countries:

mI
i =

∑

z 6=i
xIz (2.9)

Equations (2.6) through (2.9) imply that the equilibrium prices of good I in the im-
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porting country i and an exporting country (say J) equal:

pIi =

3α +
∑
z 6=i

tiz(2 + λz)

(λj + λk + 6)
and pIj =

3α + tik(λk + 2)− tij(λk + 4)

(λj + λk + 6)
(2.10)

As it is clear from equation (2.10), the price of good I in country i increases in its tariffs
(pass through effect) and decreases in the degree of comparative advantage of the other
two countries (supply effect). The effect of a country’s tariff on its terms of trade (say tij
on country j) is evident from equation (2.10): only

2+λj
(λj+λk+6)

< 1 of a given increase in

either of its tariffs is passed on to domestic consumers with exactly (λk+4)
(λj+λk+6)

< 1 of the

increase falling on the shoulders of country j’s exporters (terms of trade benefit).

Using the above prices, finding the export of each country is straightforward:

xIj =
(2 + λj) [3α + tik(λk + 2)− tij(λk + 4)]

(λj + λk + 6)
− α

Note that the export of country j to country i (xIj ) rises with the degree of comparative
advantage country j (λj) and the tariff the rival exporter faces (tik) while it falls with the
degree of comparative advantage of the rival exporter (λk) and the tariff it itself faces in
country i (tij).

From a welfare perspective, given the partial equilibrium nature of the model, it suffices
to consider only protected goods. A country’s welfare is defined as the sum of consumer
surplus, producer surplus, and tariff revenue over all such goods:

wz =
∑

g

CSgz +
∑

g

PSgz +
∑

z 6=h
tzhx

Z
h (2.11)

Using equations (2.6) through (2.10) one can easily obtain welfare of country i as a function
of the degrees of comparative advantage and tariffs.1

2.2 Optimal Tariffs (sufficiently high bound tariffs)

Given a trade regime r, country i’s static payoff is denoted by wi(r). Let ∆wi(r−v) denote
the difference between country i’s welfare under trade regimes r and v: ∆wi(r − v) ≡
wi(r) − wi(v). First, we assume that bound tariffs are sufficiently high and countries are
not constrained in imposing their optimal tariffs under all possible trade regimes (i.e. there
exists a tariff binding overhang under all trade regimes).

To examine the interaction between the external tariffs of a country, for now, we allow
countries to be able to discriminate and later impose the MFN constraint. At the empty

1Calculations supporting the results reported in this section as well as the rest of the paper are contained
in Appendix 6.
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network, denoted by ∅, we find that tariffs are strategic complements:

∂2wi (∅)

∂tij∂tik
=

2(λj + 2)(λk + 2)(λj + λk + 7)

(λj + λk + 6)2
> 0

In other words, an increase (decrease) in external tariff on one exporter raises the incentive
to impose higher (lower) external tariff on the other exporter. The intuition is as follows.
As country i imposes higher tariff on country j, export supply of country k into country i
becomes less elastic and thus the tariff on country k also rises.

2.2.1 MFN tariffs

When countries are not constrained by the multilaterally negotiated tariff bindings, each
country i chooses a non-discriminatory tariff (in accordance with GATT Article I) ti =
tij = tik to maximize its welfare:

ti (∅) = Argmaxwi(∅) =
α(λj + λk)

(λj + λk + 4)(λj + λk + 8)
(2.12)

Note that ti (∅) rises with the degrees of comparative advantage of the exporters (λj and
λk). Next, we examine how an FTA and a CU formation affects members’ external tariffs.

2.2.2 Free Trade Agreement member’s Nash tariff

When countries are not constrained by the tariff bindings, upon FTA formation, member
countries remove their internal tariffs on each other and impose their individually optimal
external tariff on the non-member. Under a single FTA between i and j, denoted by ij, we
have tij = tji = 0 and the optimal external tariff of country i on the non-member country
k is given by:2

tik(ij) ≡ Argmaxwi(ij) =
(λj + λk + 8)α(λk − λj) + αλk

(λk + 2)[(λj + 3)(λj + λk + 7) + 1]
(2.13)

As indicated above, the model exhibits tariff complementarity so that the formation
of a bilateral FTA induces each member to lower its tariff on the non-member country
relative to the status quo: ∆tik(∅− ij) = ti (∅)− tik(ij) > 0. This tariff complementarity
becomes deeper as the degree of comparative advantage of the FTA partner rises and the
one of the non-member country falls: ∂∆tik(∅−ij)

∂λj
> 0 while ∂∆tik(∅−ij)

∂λk
< 0.3

2Since the non-member country is the sole importer of the good exported by the member countries,
we have tk (∅) = tk (ij). In a hub-spoke network, denoted by ih, where i is the hub with j and k being
spokes, we have tjk (ih) = tjk (ij) and tkj (ih) = tkj (ik). In contrast, since the hub has an FTA with both
spokes, it practices free trade.

3See Bagwell and Staiger (1997a, 1997b, 1999) and Saggi and Yildiz (2009) for a detailed discussion
of the tariff complementarity effect and Estevadeordal et al. (2008) for empirical evidence in its support.
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2.2.3 Custom Unions member’s Nash tariff

Upon CU formation, members remove tariffs on each other and impose their jointly optimal
external tariffs when they are not restricted by the multilaterally negotiated bound tariff
rates.4 CU members benefit from tariff coordination because they internalize the negative
externality caused by tariff complementarity reducing each other’s export surplus.5 If two
countries, say i and j, form a CU denoted by iju, they remove tariffs on each other and
impose jointly optimal external tariffs (denoted by tuik(ij

u) = tui and tujk(g
CU
ij ) = tuj ) on the

non-member country.6 The tariff pair (tui , t
u
j ) is chosen to solve:7

max
tui , t

u
j

wi(ij
u) + wj(ij

u) subject to tij = tji = 0 (2.14)

Given the common external tariff of a CU, we have tui = tuj = tu and the optimal
external tariff of each CU member is given by

tik(ij
u) =

α(2λk − λj)
(λk + 2)(λk + 2λj + 10)

(2.15)

Because of the segmented nature of markets, a non-member does not adjust its MFN
tariff when other countries form PTAs. Thus, as a non-CU member, country k’s optimal
MFN tariff is ti (∅). Note that, under symmetry, the formation of a CU induces each
member country to lower its tariff on the non-member relative to the status quo (i.e.
the model exhibits tariff complementarity): ti (∅) > tik(ij

u). Moreover, like an FTA,
this tariff complementarity becomes deeper as the degree of comparative advantage of the
FTA partner rises and the one of the non-member country falls: ∂∆tik(∅−iju)

∂λj
> 0 whereas

It is worth noting that tariff complementarity also arises in simple general equilibrium models of trade
agreements such as Bond et al. (2004).

4 Our simple formulation of a CU’s tariff choice is intuitively appealing and consistent with much of
existing literature, even with asymmetric countries and transfers excluded (e.g. Saggi et al. (2013)). More-
over, our results merely rely on the one period CU payoff possibly exceeding the one period FTA payoff.
For issues regarding delegation of tariff-setting authority, the choice of weights in the social welfare func-
tion, and tariff sharing rules, see Gatsios and Karp (1991), Melatos and Woodland (2007) and Syropoulos
(2003). Importantly, Syropoulos shows CU members have an incentive to influence their common tariffs
for external terms-of-trade reasons and for internal distributional purposes. However, given the focus of
our paper, we abstract from such considerations.

5In Bagwell and Staiger (1997), CU members compete for imports rather than compete for exports.
There, a CU is only beneficial because of a “market power” effect: CU members pool their market power
and extract a larger terms of trade gain from non-members.

6Our simple formulation of a CU’s tariff choice problem is intuitively appealing and in line with much
of existing literature. However, Syropoulos (2003) has shown that the nature of the sharing rule of a CU
with respect to tariff revenue can affect tariff preferences as well as the trade patterns of CU members in
ways that can prevent the implementation of jointly optimal tariffs. An important insight of his analysis is
that CU members have an incentive to influence their common tariffs not just for external terms-of-trade
reasons but also for internal distributional purposes. Given the focus of our paper, we abstract from such
considerations.

7The assumption that the CU maximizes the sum of national utilities is commonly employed in the
literature. Issues of the delegation of tariff-setting authority and the choice of weights in the social welfare
function are discussed by Gatsios and Karp (1991) and Melatos and Woodland (2007).
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∂∆tik(∅−iju)
∂λk

< 0. However, unlike an FTA, member countries under a CU internalize each
other’s export surplus under the joint welfare maximization and thus higher external tariff
(weaker tariff complementarity) arises: ti (∅) > tik(ij

u) > tik(ij).
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Chapter 3
Static Implications of Multilateral Tariff
Bindings on the Extent of Preferential
Trade Agreement Formation

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we first examine the coalition proof Nash equilibrium agreements of the
PTA formation game between symmetric countries under exogenously given tariff bind-
ings.1 This exercise allows to investigate how equilibrium PTA formation, and specifically
the attainment of global free trade, changes with continual reductions in the symmetric
tariff binding. Then, we extend our analysis into a setting where countries are asymmetric
with respect to their degree of comparative advantage.

We first find that the formation of a bilateral PTA (both FTA and CU) induces each
member to lower its tariff on the non-member country relative to the status quo, i.e. the
model exhibits tariff complementarity. As a result, exogenously given tariff bindings lead to
three distinct scenarios: (i) no tariff binding scenario where the bound tariff rate exceeds
the optimal Nash tariffs and countries are free to impose their optimal tariffs under all
trade regimes; (ii) partial tariff binding scenario where the bound tariff rate exceeds the
optimal tariff of a member country under a PTA but falls below the optimal Nash tariffs
and thus the member countries under a PTA are free to impose their optimal external
tariffs while the non-member country under a PTA is required to apply the bound tariff
rate and (iii) full tariff binding scenario where the bound tariff rate falls below the optimal
tariffs of member countries under a PTA and thus countries lose their freedom to impose
optimal external tariffs under all possible trade regimes and are required to apply their
tariff bindings. Note that while the tariff binding overhang can arise in the first two
scenarios, it disappears in the final scenario since tariff bindings bind all countries.2 The
existing literature on trade agreements ignores the tariff bindings and thus focus only on

1The methodology and the results contained in this chapter are documented in Nken and Yildiz (2018).
2The tariff binding overhang literature includes Bagwell and Staiger (2005a), Amador and Bagwell
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the very first scenario where countries impose their optimal tariffs. In this paper, we go
one step further and examine more realistic cases where countries are not able to impose
their optimal tariffs due to sufficiently tight tariff bindings.

Our analysis on how the continual reduction in tariff bindings affects countries’ pref-
erences for PTA formation delivers several interesting insights. We first show that, when
countries are completely symmetric, no country has an incentive to unilaterally deviate
from global free trade and free ride on trade liberalization by the other two countries re-
gardless of the (i) level of tariff bindings and (ii) the type of PTAs (FTA or CU). However,
we show that two countries have incentives to jointly exclude the third one via a bilateral
FTA or bilateral CU from free trade network when tariff bindings are sufficiently tight.

The intuition behind these results can be explained as follows. First consider that tariff
bindings are sufficiently lax and countries are able to impose their optimal external tariffs.
Under such a case, although the PTA outsider benefits from the lower external tariffs faced
when exporting to the PTA members (due to tariff complementarity), it faces discrimina-
tion in the export markets of member countries. Through eliminating the discrimination
faced in both PTA members’ markets, an FTA outsider always benefits from moving from
a bilateral FTA to global free trade. When the tariff binding falls below the optimal Nash
tariffs, the non-member country under a bilateral PTA loses its ability to set its optimal
tariff and is required to impose its tariff binding. On the other hand, the PTA member
countries fully enjoy free access in each others market and are either (i) fully able to impose
their optimal external tariffs (as under the partial tariff binding scenario) or (ii) impose the
same external tariff as the non-member country (as under the full tariff binding scenario).
This makes the discrimination faced by the PTA outsider more prominent and weakens
any free riding incentive.

When the tariff binding is sufficiently lax, the PTA non-member imposes relatively
high tariffs on the PTA members. To eliminate these barriers, the PTA members have
a strong incentive for forming an additional PTA with the non-member. However, the
strength of this incentive weakens as the PTA outsider becomes more constrained by a
tighter tariff binding. Indeed, once the tariff binding is sufficiently tight, PTA members
have already extracted substantial tariff concessions from the FTA non-members and this
generates an exclusion incentive for PTA members. Here, it is important to note that
Saggi and Yildiz (2010) show that there exists no exclusion incentive under symmetry
in a competing exporters model. Our result suggests that this result fails to hold when
countries are constrained in imposing their optimal tariffs due to sufficiently tight tariff
bindings.

As is well known, the central difference between a bilateral FTA and a bilateral CU
is that FTA members impose individually optimum external tariffs while members of a
CU impose common external tariffs, internalizing the negative externality of tariff com-
plementarity on each other’s export. This difference in tariff setting behaviour between
the two types of PTAs has important consequences. The requirement that CU members
set a common external tariff implies that individual CU members do not have the ability

(2013) and Beshkar et al. (2015) who argue that uncertianty over governments’ future political economy
motivations during trade negotiations can justify the demand for the flexibility over future applied tariffs.
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to form an additional PTA without the consent of other CU members while FTA mem-
bers are free to enter into additional FTAs with non-member countries without requiring
consent from its existing FTA partners. As a result, CU expansion must move directly
from a bilateral CU to global free trade and CU members have veto power over such CU
expansion. In other words, FTA members enjoy more flexibility than CU members while
CU members enjoy coordination benefits both in setting external tariffs and in excluding
the non-member country. We show that this crucial difference between a CU and an FTA
has important consequences for the prospect of global free trade.

First, it is immediate to note under the no tariff binding and partial tariff binding
scenarios that, the joint external tariff determination under a CU leads to higher external
tariffs relative to the ones under an FTA. Therefore, under such a case, the free riding
incentive of a country is weaker when facing a CU relative to an FTA while the exclusion
incentive of CU members is stronger than the one of FTA members. Under the full tariff
binding scenario, since all countries impose the exogenously given bound tariff rates, a
bilateral CU is identical to a bilateral FTA from both member and non-member countries’
perspectives. It is important to note here that the flexibility of FTA formation implies
that hub and spoke type of regime is an option under FTA formation only and thus FTAs
are more susceptible to opportunistic unilateral deviations by member countries than CUs.
As stated above, when countries are symmetric, countries have no incentives to free ride
while exclusion incentives arise under both FTA and CU games when tariff bindings are
sufficiently tight. We find that free trade always obtains as the CPNE of the FTA game
since exclusion incentives go unexercised in the equilibrium due to the flexibility in FTA
formation. However, unlike the FTA formation game, countries are able to exercise the
exclusion incentive under the CU game and free trade fails to be a CPNE when the tariff
bindings are sufficiently tight and thus the pursuit of CUs undermines global free trade.

To understand the intuition behind this key result, suppose we start with announce-
ments leading to free trade. Due to the existence of an exclusion incentive in our model,
two countries benefit if they jointly deviate to announcements wherein they call for an
FTA with only each other when tariff bindings are low. We find that the initial deviation
is never self-enforcing since the welfare of a hub country under a hub and spoke regime ex-
ceeds that of the member of a single FTA and thus free trade is always a CPNE under the
FTA game when countries are symmetric. By contrast, two independent CUs (a hub and
spoke type arrangement) are not feasible due to common external tariff requirement and
thus the initial joint deviation of two countries that converts free trade to a bilateral CU
is self-enforcing and free trade fails to be a CPNE in the CU game when bound tariffs are
sufficiently low. As a result, whereas the exclusion incentive is reflected in the equilibrium
of the CU game, it goes unexpressed in the FTA game due to the lure of a hub and spoke
arrangement and the flexibility that FTA members have in pursuing such an arrangement.

Given that free trade always arises as a CPNE under the FTA game when countries are
completely symmetric, we next examine under what circumstances, if any, free trade fails to
be a CPNE. We show that such a possibility arises only when countries are asymmetric with
respect to their comparative advantage.3 It turns out that, due to smaller export and larger

3Our results extend support to Krugman (1991) and Grossman and Helpman (1995) who argue that
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import volumes, the country with a weaker comparative advantage in the exporting goods
has an incentive to free ride on trade liberalization between the other countries. Lower
bound tariff rates disciplines this incentive via limiting the ability of setting optimal tariffs.
As before, due to the lure of a hub and spoke arrangement and the relatively flexible nature
of FTA formation, exclusion incentives go unexercised and free riding incentive becomes
pivotal for multilateral free trade to be a CPNE. As a result, multilateral free trade is more
likely to be a CPNE as the multilateral negotiated bound tariff rates decline. This result
provides support for the idea that continual decline in tariff bindings acts as a complement
to the FTA formation in achieving global free trade: FTA formation is more likely to act
as a building bloc when it is accompanied by lower tariff bindings.

First, we focus on the scenario where countries are completely symmetric with respect
to their degrees of comparative advantage. Within this scenario, we employ an endogenous
FTA formation game in which each country is free to pursue either no trade liberalization
or bilateral trade liberalization or multilateral free trade.4 Our objective is to isolate the
consequences of the interaction of the multilateral reduction in bound tariff rates and FTA
formation in achieving global free trade. To this end, we assume that the tariff bindings are
exogenously given and countries are constrained by these tariff bindings in setting their
optimum external tariffs. Under such an environment, we examine the coalition proof
Nash equilibrium agreements of the FTA formation game for all possible by the tariff
bindings. Then, we extend our analysis to two different settings: (i) where countries are
asymmetric with respect to their degree of comparative advantage and (ii) where countries
are symmetric while PTA under consideration is a customs union.

3.2 Endogenous Trade Agreements

We now describe our game of preferential trade liberalization. In the first stage, each coun-
try simultaneously announces the names of countries with whom it wants to sign an FTA.
Let Ωr denote the announcement profile that leads to regime r. Country i’s announcement
is denoted by σi and its strategy set Si consists of four possible announcements:

Si = {{φ, φ}, {j, φ}, {φ, k}, {j, k}}

where {φ, φ} denotes an announcement in favor of no FTA with either trading partners,
{j, φ} in favor of an FTA with only country j; {φ, k} in favor of an FTA with only country
k; and {j, k} in favor of FTAs with both of them.

It is important to note that we employ a game of announcements or proposals. In our
game, a country does not announce in favour of a specific trade agreement but rather names
partners with whom it wants to form such agreements. Since a trade agreement requires

asymmetries across countries can play a crucial role in determining incentives for preferential and multi-
lateral trade liberalization.

4Since all countries have market power in our model, allowing for unilateral liberalization is not neces-
sary: no country will choose to pursue such liberalization in our model.
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consent from both sides, the mapping between various announcements profiles that occurs
and the types of trade agreements that countries can form are as follows:

(i) No two announcements match or the only matching announcements are {φ, φ}. Such
announcement profiles Ω∅ yield No agreement ∅ under which all countries impose
their optimal Nash tariffs on one another as tariff bindings do not bind. If they are
constrained, they are required to apply the tariff bindings.

(ii) Two countries announce each others’ name and there is no other matching announce-
ment: i.e., j ∈ σi and i ∈ σj while i /∈ σk and/or k /∈ σi and j /∈ σk and/or k /∈ σj. All
of these announcement profiles Ωij yield an FTA between countries i and j denoted
by 〈ij〉 under which members impose zero tariffs on each other and the optimal ex-
ternal tariff tik(ij) and tjk(ij) on the non-member if these tariffs fall below the tariff
bindings. Otherwise, they apply the exogenously given tariff bindings.

(iii) Country i announces in favour of signing an FTA with countries j and k while coun-
tries j and/or k announce only in favor of signing an FTA with country i: i.e. j ∈ σi
and i ∈ σj and k ∈ σi and i ∈ σk while k /∈ σj and/or j /∈ σk. This set of announce-
ment profiles Ωih yields a pair of independent FTAs (i.e. a hub and spoke trading
regime) with i is the common member denoted by 〈ij, ik〉 (or simply 〈ih〉) under
which countries j and k impose the tariff tjk(ih) and tkj(ih) on each other if these
tariffs fall below the tariff bindings while practising free trade with the hub country
i.

(iv) All countries announce each others’ names. The corresponding announcement profile
ΩF yields global free trade, denoted by 〈F 〉, under which all countries eliminate their
tariffs on each other.

Note that since an FTA between two countries can arise only if it is mutually acceptable
to both sides, multiple announcement profiles can map into the same agreement. For
example, the FTA 〈ij〉 obtains when (i) countries i and j call only each other, regardless of
the nature of country k’s announcement: if σi = {j, φ} and σj = {i, φ}, then 〈ij〉 obtains
for all four possible announcements on the part of country k, i.e., for σkε{{φ, φ}, {i, φ},
{φ, j}, {i, j}} so that country k’s announcement has no bearing upon the outcome when
neither of the other two countries’ announce its name; (ii) countries i and j announce each
other’s name and either one or both of them also announce country k but country k does
not reciprocate: σi = {j, k} and σj = {i, φ} but i /∈ σk or σi = {j, φ} and σj = {i, k} but
j /∈ σk or σi = {j, k} and σj = {i, k} but i, j /∈ σk.

3.3 Symmetric Comparative Advantage

Using the equilibrium prices derived in equation (2.10), we maintain, throughout the re-
mainder of this section, the following complete symmetry assumption:5

5Calculations supporting the results reported in this section as well as the rest of the paper are contained
in the appendix.
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Assumption 3.1
λz = λ for all z = i, j, k. (Symmetry)

Under symmetry, when countries are not constrained by tariff bindings, each country
imposes a non-discriminatory tariff on its trading partners: tz (∅) = t∅, for all z = i, j, k
and due to market segmentation the non-member country under a bilateral FTA (say 〈ij〉)
imposes the same external tariff on the member countries as the one under No agreement:
tki (ij) = tkj (ij) = t∅ where

t∅ =
αλ

2(λ+ 2)(λ+ 4)
(3.1)

Similarly, when member countries under a bilateral FTA (say 〈ij〉) and spoke countries
under a hub and spoke regime (say 〈ih〉) are not bound, their optimal external tariffs are
as follows: tik (ij) = tjk (ij) = tjk (ih) = tkj (ih) = tf where

tf =
αλ

(λ+ 2)(2λ2 + 13λ+ 22)
(3.2)

3.3.1 Different Tariff Binding Scenarios – Symmetry

Let τ denote the bound tariff rate resulting from multilateral negotiations and countries are
not allowed to raise their tariffs to a higher level than their bound rates. Thus, given the
above optimal tariffs and feasible bound rates, we have three possible scenarios (illustrated
in Figure 3.1):

(i) no tariff binding scenario where the tariff binding exceeds the optimal tariff under
No agreement: τ > tz (∅) so that countries are free to impose their optimal tariffs
under all trade regimes;

(ii) partial tariff binding scenario where the tariff binding exceeds the optimal tariff under
an FTA but falls below the optimal tariff under No agreement: tf < τ < t∅. Under
such a case, countries under ∅ and the non-member country under an FTA impose
τ while the member countries under an FTA and spoke countries under a hub and
spoke regime are free to impose their optimal external tariffs and

(iii) full tariff binding scenario where the tariff binding is below the optimal tariff under
an FTA: τ < tf . Under this scenario, countries lose their freedom to impose optimal
tariffs under all trade regimes and apply τ (no tariff binding overhang).
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Figure 3.1: FTA tariff schedule - Symmetry

3.3.2 Nash Equilibrium Trade Agreements – Symmetry

Before deriving equilibrium agreements, we report a useful lemma that is easy to establish:

Lemma 3.1 Under symmetry, we have:

(i) ∆wi(ij − ∅) = ∆wj(ij − ∅) > 0 for all τ and λ while ∆wk(ij − ∅) > 0 only when
τ > τ(λ) where tf < τ(λ) < t∅;

(ii) ∆wk(F − ij) > 0 for all τ and λ;

(iii) wi(ih) > max{wi(F ), wi(ij), wi(∅)} and ∆wj(F − ih) = ∆wk(F − ih) > 0 for all τ
and λ;

(iv) ∆wj(ih− ik) = ∆wk(ih− ij) > 0 only when τ < τ(λ) where tf < τ(λ) < t∅ and

(v) τ(λ) > τ(λ) for all λ.

The first part of the above lemma implies that, a pair of symmetric countries under
∅ always have an incentive to form a bilateral FTA and thus neither member country (i
or j) has an incentive to unilaterally break its FTA link. Part (i) also informs us that
the formation of a bilateral FTA makes the non-member country better-off only when the
tariff binding is sufficiently lax: τ > τ(λ). Thus, when τ > τ(λ) holds, we argue that
the formation of a bilateral FTA is Pareto improving. Here it is important to note that,
relative to no agreement ∅, the benefit from staying outsider under a bilateral FTA gets
weaker with the reduction in tariff bindings since it restricts the ability of the non-member
country to impose its optimal tariff and it completely disappears when τ < τ(λ) holds.
Therefore, when τ < τ(λ) holds, the formation of an FTA makes member countries better
off at the expense of the non-member.
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Similar discussion applies to the second part of the above Lemma. We first note that
no symmetric country has incentive to unilaterally break its link with both partners that
leads to a deviation from multilateral free trade to an FTA in which it itself is not a
member provided that countries are free to impose their optimal tariffs as under the no
tariff binding scenario. As the bound tariff rates fall, this unilateral incentive gets even
weaker since it restricts the ability of the non-member country to impose its optimal tariff.
Part (iii) says that the hub country i under 〈ih〉 is better off relative to free trade 〈F 〉 while
each spoke country is worse off. Note that the hub country i enjoys sole privileged access
in both spoke countries under 〈ih〉 – neither spoke country imposes a tariff on the hub
country whereas both impose external tariffs on each other. As a result of this favourable
treatment, country i is strictly better off under 〈ih〉 relative to 〈F 〉. To see why the spokes
are worse off under 〈ih〉 relative to 〈F 〉, first note that aggregate global welfare is strictly
higher under 〈F 〉 relative to 〈ih〉. Since the hub is strictly better off under 〈ih〉 relative to
〈F 〉 and welfare of the two spoke countries is equal due to symmetry, both spokes must be
worse off under 〈ih〉 relative to 〈F 〉.

Furthermore, part (iii) also informs us that the welfare of a hub country is higher than
that of the member of a single bilateral FTA (and thus the under no agreement due to
part (i)). Starting from a single FTA, the hub country’s second FTA lowers the domestic
welfare and raises the export surplus due to the privileged access in another country and
the latter effect dominates the former regardless of the tariff binding. Part (iv) of the
above Lemma implies that a spoke country has an incentive to revoke its FTA with the
hub and become an outsider facing an FTA between the other two countries unless the
tariff binding is sufficiently tight. When the tariff binding is sufficiently tight (τ < τ(λ)),
the non-member country’s ability to impose optimal MFN tariff is restricted and staying
outside an FTA becomes less attractive.

The above discussion in parts (ii) and (iii) argues that free riding incentives do not play
any role for the equilibrium condition for free trade. One question remains to be answered:
do countries have incentives to jointly exclude a country from free trade network?

Proposition 3.1a (exclusion incentive – Symmetry) : Suppose Assumption 3.1 holds.
Even though there exist no free riding incentives, exclusion incentive arises when bound tar-
iff rates are sufficiently low: ∆wi(F − ij) = ∆wj(F − ij) < 0 when 0 < τ < τ̂(λ) where
tf < τ̂(λ) < tφ.

The above proposition establishes the existence of an exclusion incentive when the tariff
binding is sufficiently tight. The forces that give rise to the exclusion incentive can be
understood as follows. First note that when countries are free to set their optimal tariffs
as under the no tariff binding scenario (τ > tz (∅)), the non-member country imposes
relatively high tariff on the members. To eliminate this high tariff, the FTA members
have a strong incentive for FTA expansion and thus exclusion incentive does not exist:
∆wi(F − ij) > 0 holds. However, the strength of this incentive weakens as the non-
member becomes more constrained by a tighter tariff binding: ∆wi(F − ij) declines as τ
falls and ∆wi(F − ij) = 0 obtains when τ = τ̂(λ). As τ falls below τ̂(λ), we find that
a pair of countries benefit if they can successfully exclude the third country from free
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trade network. Note from part (ii) of Lemma 3.1 that the exclusion incentive exists at the
expense of the excluded country.

Using Lemma 3.1, we can show that the Nash equilibria of the FTA game are as follows:

Proposition 3.2 (Symmetry – Nash) : Suppose Assumption 3.1 holds. Then, the fol-
lowing announcement profiles are Nash equilibrium of the FTA game:

(i) Ω∅ ≡ {σi = {φ, φ}, σj = {φ, φ}, σk = {φ, φ}} leading to ∅ for all τ and λ;

(ii) Ωij ≡ {σi = {j, φ}, σj = {i, φ}, σk = {φ, φ}} leading to 〈ij〉 for all τ and λ;

(iii) ΩF ≡ {σi = {j, k}, σj = {i, k}, σk = {i, j}} leading to 〈F 〉 for all τ and λ while

(iv) Ωih ≡ {σi = {j, k}, σj = {i, φ}, σk = {i, φ}} leading to 〈ih〉 is a Nash equilibrium
only when τ < τ(λ).

The logic behind Proposition 3.2 is as follows. It is straightforward that the announce-
ment profile Ω∅ is a Nash equilibrium since no country has an incentive to announce
another’s name if the latter does not announce its name in return. Next consider Ωij.
Note from part (i) of Lemma 3.1 that neither member country (i or j) has an incentive
to unilaterally change its announcement from that which it makes under Ωij since do-
ing so only leads to no agreement ∅, under which its welfare is lower. Similarly, given
that neither country i nor country k announces its name, country k has no incentive to
alter its announcement from σk = {φ, φ} since doing so has no bearing on the resulting
trade agreement. Thus, the announcement profile Ωij yielding a bilateral FTA is a Nash
equilibrium.

Now consider the announcement profile ΩF that yields global free trade 〈F 〉. Parts (ii)
and (iii) of Lemma 3.1 together imply that a country (say k) has no incentive to unilaterally
deviate from its announcement {i, j} since doing so alters the trade regime from from 〈F 〉
to 〈ij〉 or 〈ih〉 or 〈jh〉 under which it is worse off. Therefore, the announcement profile
ΩF that yields global free trade 〈F 〉 is always a Nash equilibrium.

Finally, consider the announcement profile Ωih associated with the hub and spoke regime
〈ih〉. First note from part (iii) of Lemma 3.1 that, the hub country i has no incentive to
unilaterally change its announcement from {j, k} to {j, φ} or {φ, k} or {φ, φ} since doing so
translates into a deviation from the hub and spoke regime 〈ih〉 where i is the hub country
to 〈ij〉 or 〈ik〉 or ∅ respectively. Now consider the unilateral incentive of a spoke country
to deviate from Ωih. Part (iv) of Lemma 3.1 states that, only when τ > τ(λ) holds, either
spoke country (say j) has an incentive to unilaterally deviate from its announcement {i, φ}
to {φ, φ} since this deviation translates into a deviation from 〈ih〉 where j is a spoke
country to 〈ik〉 where j is a non-member country. As a result, when τ ≤ τ(λ) holds,
neither the hub nor the spokes have an incentive to unilaterally alter their announcements
from Ωih so that hub and spoke regime 〈ih〉 is indeed supported by a announcement profile
that constitutes a Nash equilibrium of the FTA game.

It is immediate to note from Proposition 3.2 that there is a unique announcement profile
that supports each agreement as a Nash equilibrium and that the profile itself is the most
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parsimonious one. For example, even though {σi = {φ, j}, σj = {φ, φ}, σk = {φ, φ}} also
maps to ∅, such an announcement profile does not constitute a Nash equilibrium. To see
why, simply note that given these announcements, country j has an incentive to alter its
announcement from σj = {φ, φ} to σj = {i, φ} in order to form the bilateral FTA 〈ij〉.
Similarly, it is worth considering briefly as to why {σi = {j, φ}, σj = {i, φ}, σk = {i, φ}}
is not a Nash equilibrium profile even though, just as the announcement profile Ωij, its
maps into the FTA 〈ij〉. Under this announcement profile, given the announcements of
countries j and k, as per part (iii) of Lemma 3.1, country i has an incentive to alter
its announcement to σi = {j, k} so as to obtain the trade agreement 〈ih〉 under which
it is the hub. Using analogous reasoning, we can rule out all other non-parsimonious
announcements as candidates for Nash equilibria.

3.3.3 Coalition Proof Nash Equilibria – Symmetry

To deal with the multiplicity problem and to capture the process of FTA formation in a
more realistic fashion, we refine the set of Nash equilibria by isolating those Nash equilibria
that are coalition-proof. Following Bernheim et al. (1987): “... an agreement is coalition-
proof if and only if it is Pareto efficient within the class of self-enforcing agreements. In
turn, an agreement is self-enforcing if and only if no proper subset (coalition) of players,
taking the actions of its complement as fixed, can agree to deviate in a way that makes
all of its members better off.” Therefore, a coalition proof Nash equilibrium (CPNE) is
immune to all self-enforcing coalitional deviations.

Which, if any, of the Nash equilibrium announcement profiles described in Proposition
3.2 are CPNE? We begin by considering whether the announcement profile ΩF that leads to
global free trade 〈F 〉 is a CPNE. Since world welfare is the highest under 〈F 〉, each country
prefers 〈F 〉 to ∅ and thus we can immediately rule out any coalitional announcement
deviations that would lead to a deviation from 〈F 〉 to ∅. Similarly, we know from part
(iii) of Lemma 3.1 that no two countries (say j and k) have incentives to jointly alter their
announcements from {i, k} to {i, φ} and {i, j} to {i, φ}, respectively since doing so would
lead to a deviation from 〈F 〉 to 〈ih〉 where both are spokes (and spokes are worse of relative
to free trade).

Finally, taking the announcement of their complement (country k) fixed, consider the
joint deviation of two countries (say i and j) from their announcements {j, k} and {i, k}
to {j, φ} and {i, φ} respectively. This joint deviation implies a coalitional deviation from
free trade 〈F 〉 to a bilateral FTA 〈ij〉. From Proposition 3.2 we know that, taking the
announcement of their complement (country k) fixed at σk = {i, j}, the above coalitional
deviation in announcements would occur when τ < τ(λ) holds. The question then becomes
whether this joint deviation is self-enforcing. The next proposition argues that it is not :

Proposition 3.1b (unexercised exclusion incentive) : Suppose Assumption 3.1 holds
and τ < τ̂(λ) holds. Then, even though a pair of countries benefit from excluding the third
country from their own free trade network, the lure of becoming hub under a hub and spoke
regime and the flexibility that FTA members have to pursue such an arrangement yield that
such incentive goes unexercised in the equilibrium.
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The intuition behind the above proposition is as follows. When τ < τ̂(λ) holds, two
countries (say i and j) have incentives to jointly deviate from their free trade announce-
ments {j, k} and {i, k} to {j, φ} and {i, φ} respectively. Note that taking the announcement
of the excluded country as given σk = {i, j}, we know from Lemma 3.1 part (iii) that coun-
try i has an incentive to alter its announcement {j, φ} to {j, k} further in order to create
the trading regime 〈ih〉 where it becomes the hub. Similarly, country j has an incentive
to alter its announcement {i, φ} to {i, k} so as to itself become the hub. Thus, the initial
coalitional announcement deviations that can cause free trade 〈F 〉 to be replaced by the
bilateral FTA 〈ij〉 is not self-enforcing. The key message of this result is that even though
a pair of countries benefit from excluding the third country from their trade agreement,
they are unable to exercise this exclusion incentive in equilibrium.

The above discussion and propositions together imply that there exists no unilateral
and self enforcing coalitional incentives to deviate from the announcement profile ΩF and
thus the following result obtains:

Proposition 3.3 (Symmetry-CPNE) : Suppose Assumption 3.1 holds. Then, the an-
nouncement profile leading to 〈F 〉 is CPNE for all τ and λ.

As in Saggi and Yildiz (2010), the above result implies that if global trade liberalization
were to confer equal gains upon all countries (which is what happens when countries are
completely symmetric), the pursuit of FTAs is compatible with the goal of achieving global
free trade. Unlike Saggi and Yildiz (2010), we go one step further and obtain this result
for all possible tariff bindings. The flexible nature of FTAs plays a crucial role in ensuring
that the exclusion incentive goes unexercised in the FTA game: the lure of a hub and spoke
trading arrangement ends up delivering free trade as a CPNE of the FTA game.

Next, we consider whether the announcement profiles that lead to the other agreements
are CPNE. First, consider no agreement ∅. Note from Lemma 3.1 part (i) that any two
countries (say i and j) have an incentive to coalitionally change their announcements
from {φ, φ} and {φ, φ} to {j, φ} and {i, φ} respectively, taking country k’s announcement
fixed: σk = {φ, φ}. This initial deviation is self-enforcing since no proper subset of the
initially deviating countries (neither i nor j) has an incentive to alter its announcement
unilaterally (i.e. announcement profile that leads to 〈ij〉 is a Nash equilibrium). Therefore,
the announcement profile that leads to ∅ is not a CPNE.

Is the announcement profile that leads to a hub and spoke regime (say 〈ih〉) a CPNE?
Note from part (iii) of Lemma 3.1 that countries j and k have an incentive to coalitionally
change their announcements from {i, φ} and {i, φ} to {i, k} and {i, j} respectively, taking
country i’s announcement fixed at σi = {j, k}. This coalitional deviation would convert the
hub and spoke regime 〈ih〉 to free trade 〈F 〉. Furthermore, this initial coalitional deviation
is self-enforcing since no proper subset of the initially deviating countries (neither j nor k)
has an incentive to further unilaterally deviate since 〈F 〉 is a Nash equilibrium. Therefore,
the announcement profile that leads to a hub and spoke regime is not a CPNE.

Finally, we examine whether the announcement profile that leads to a bilateral FTA
〈ij〉 is a CPNE. From parts (iii) and (iv) of Lemma 3.1 we know that, taking country
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j’s announcement fixed at σj = {i, φ}, countries i and k have an incentive to coalitionally
change their announcements from {j, φ} and {φ, φ} to {j, k} and {i, φ} respectively when
τ < τ(λ) holds. This initial coalitional deviation would convert FTA 〈ij〉 to the hub
and spoke regime 〈ih〉 where i is the hub and j and k are spokes. Furthermore, when
τ < τ(λ) holds, this initial coalitional deviation is self-enforcing since no proper subset
of the initially deviating countries (neither i nor k) has an incentive to unilaterally alter
its announcement since the announcement profile that leads to 〈ih〉 is a Nash equilibrium.
Moreover, all three countries have incentives to jointly deviate from their announcements
Ωij to ΩF when τ > τ̂(λ) holds and this coalitional deviation is self enforcing since no proper
subset of the initially deviating countries has an incentive to deviate further. Combining
these two self enforcing deviations with part (iv) of Lemma 3.1, it is immediate that the
announcement profile that leads to a bilateral FTA is a CPNE only when τ(λ) ≤ τ ≤ τ̂(λ)
holds and under such a case we have multiple CPNE and theory offers no guidance which
of these equilibria would arise.

Given Proposition 3.3, it is natural to ask: under what circumstances, if any, free trade
fails to be a CPNE? We show next that such a possibility arises (only) when countries are
asymmetric with respect to their comparative advantage.

3.4 Asymmetric Comparative Advantage

From hereon, we drop the assumption that the degrees of comparative advantages are
symmetric across countries. In what follows, the size of a country is measured by the degree
of comparative advantage in the exporting sectors, translating directly into asymmetries
of volume of exports. In other words, since the model is partial equilibrium in nature and
lacks any income effects, an increase in a country’s degree of comparative advantage in
this model increases its exports of non-numéraire/protected goods. Since import demand
functions are symmetric, the larger the comparative advantage of the other countries in
their exporting goods, the larger the import volume of a country. Thus, the smaller
exporting countries are also the larger importing countries. It is worth emphasizing that
in our model no country is a price taker on world markets – in fact each country is the
unique importer of a single good and therefore has market power that it can exploit via
an external tariff.

How does the asymmetry affect the preferences of countries for trade agreement forma-
tion?

3.4.1 Two larger one smaller exporters

To highlight the role played by asymmetric comparative advantage, it proves instructive
to consider a scenario where two countries (‘larger’ exporting countries denoted by l and
l′) have higher degrees of comparative advantages in their exporting sectors than the third
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(denoted by s; refereed to as the ‘smaller’ exporting country).6 Accordingly, let the pattern
of asymmetry be given by:7

Assumption 3.2
λ ≤ λs < λl = λl′ = λ (Asymmetry I)

Here it is important to note from (2.13) that, in order to guarantee non-negative tariffs,
we assume that the degree of asymmetry is not very large: λs ≥ λ =

√
λ2 + 8λ+ 25− 5.

The following lemma informs us how the incentive of a larger exporting country to form
an FTA depends on the degree of comparative advantage of the smaller trading partner:

Lemma 3.2 Let country s be an FTA partner of country l under regime r but not under
regime v. Then, the following holds: ∂∆wl(r−v)

∂λs
< 0.

The intuition underlying the inequality ∂∆wl(r−v)
∂λs

< 0 is as follows. The weaker the
comparative advantage of a smaller exporting country, the larger the increase in the export
surplus of larger importing country as an FTA partner from the elimination of its smaller
partner’s optimal tariff and the smaller the loss due to its own trade liberalization since the
tariff reduction applies to a smaller volume of imports (due to the smaller export capacity
of its partner). This immediately implies that a larger exporting country prefers to form a
bilateral FTA with the smaller of its two trading partners:

wl(sl) ≥ wl(ll
′) (3.3)

From hereon, let λi(r − v) denotes the critical degree of comparative advantage of
country s at which country i is indifferent between regimes r and v.

3.4.1.1 Different Tariff Binding Scenarios - Asymmetry I

The optimal tariffs reported in Chapter 2 (Section 2.2) combined with Assumption 3.2 leads
to the following ranking of the optimal tariffs under all feasible trade regimes, assuming
that bound tariff rates do not bind:8

ts(∅) > tl(∅) > tll′(sl) > tsl′(sl) > tls(ll
′) > 0

As before, let τ denote the bound tariff rate. Given the above ranking, “no tariff
binding” and ”full tariff binding” scenarios are similar to the one under complete symmetry
while the partial tariff binding scenario has four distinct sub-scenarios as illustrated in
Figure 3.2:

6As noted earlier, in our model no country is ‘small’ in the traditional sense since all three can influence
their terms of trade. Hence we use the word ‘smaller’ as opposed to ‘small’.

7In the next section, we show that our results extend to the case where there are two smaller and one
larger exporters.

8Note that, due to market segmentation, the following holds: ts(∅) = tsl(ll
′); tl(∅) = tls(sl

′); tll′(sl) =
tll′(sh); tsl′(sl) = tsl′(lh) and tls(ll

′) = tls(l
′h).
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(i) no tariff binding scenario arises when τ > ts (∅) holds. Under such a case, all
countries are free to impose their optimal tariffs under all feasible trade regimes
(tariff binding overhang under all regimes).

(ii) partial tariff binding scenario

- tl(∅) < τ < ts(∅): except for country s under ∅ and as a non-member under
the bilateral FTA 〈ll′〉, countries are free to impose their optimal tariffs under
all feasible trade regimes. Country s under ∅ and 〈ll′〉 is constrained to impose
τ .

- tll′(sl) < τ < tl(∅): countries under ∅ (and non-member countries under a
bilateral FTA) are constrained to impose the tariff bindings while FTA member
countries are free to impose their optimal tariffs.

- tsl′(sl) < τ < tll′(sl): countries under ∅ (and non-member countries under a
bilateral FTA) and larger member country under 〈sl〉 or 〈sl′〉 (and as a spoke
under 〈sh〉) are constrained to impose their tariff bindings while the other FTA
member countries are free to impose their optimal tariffs.

- tls(ll
′) < τ < tsl′(sl): except for the member countries under 〈ll′〉 (and larger

spoke country under 〈lh〉), countries are constrained to impose their tariff bind-
ings.

(iii) full tariff binding scenario arises when τ < tls(ll
′) holds. Under this scenario, all

countries lose their freedom to impose optimal tariffs under the entire set of trade
regimes and they are required to apply their tariff bindings.

ts(∅)

tl(∅)

tll′ (sl)

tsl′ (sl)

tls(l
l′ ) λs

τ

Figure 3.2: FTA tariff schedule - Asymmetry I
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3.4.1.2 Preferences for FTAs under Asymmetry I

To avoid redundancy, we focus directly on free trade and examine when free trade is a
CPNE under the scenario with asymmetric comparative advantage. To this end, we first
state the following lemma that is useful in deriving the CPNE condition for free trade:

Lemma 3.3 Suppose that Assumption 3.2 holds. Then, we have

(i) ∆wl(sl − ∅) > 0; ∆wl(F − ∅) > 0; ∆wl(F − sl′) > 0; ∆wl(F − sh) > 0 and
∆wl(F − l′h) > 0 for all τ , λ and λs and

(ii) ∆wl(lh− ll′) > 0 and ∆ws(sh− sl) > 0 for all τ , λ and λs.

The first part of the above lemma is an extension Lemma 3.1 into an asymmetric setting
for large countries. Note that since ∆wl(F−sl′) > 0; ∆wl(F−sh) > 0 and ∆wl(F−l′h) > 0
for all τ , λ and λs, a larger exporting country has no incentive to unilaterally deviate from
its announcement that leads to free trade.

Lemma 3.3 implies that the only announcement deviation a larger exporting country
(say l) would participate is the joint deviation with the other larger exporting country
(country l′) or with the smaller exporting country (country s) from their announcements
that lead to free trade to announcements that lead to a bilateral FTA between each other.

However, even when such incentives exist, it is immediate from part (ii) of the above
Lemma that they are not self-enforcing since ∆wl(lh−ll′) > 0 and ∆ws(sh−sl) > 0 always
hold. To see it more clearly, taking the announcement of country s as given, consider
the joint deviation of two larger exporting countries from their respective announcements
σl = {s, l′} and σl′ = {s, l} to σl = {φ, l′} and σl′ = {φ, l} leading to deviation from
〈F 〉 to 〈ll′〉. Such deviation happens only when λs > λl(F − ll′). In other words, two
larger exporting countries have incentives to jointly exclude the small exporting country
only when the degree of comparative advantage asymmetry is sufficiently small. However,
since ∆wl(lh − ll′) > 0 always holds, taking the announcement of country s as given:
σs = {l, l′}, either of the initially deviating larger exporting countries (say country l) has
incentive to further deviate from σl = {φ, l′} to σl = {s, l′} to become the hub country
under 〈lh〉. As a result, the initial announcement deviation is not self enforcing. Similarly,
since ∆ws(sh − sl) > 0 always holds as well, the same logic applies for the coalitional
announcement deviations of country s and one of the larger exporting countries to exclude
the other larger exporting country. Even when such deviation occurs, it is not a self-
enforcing one since country s has an incentive to further deviate to become a hub country.
Then, the following result is an immediate extension of Propositions 3.1a and 3.1b into the
asymmetric setting:

Proposition 3.4 (exclusion incentive – asymmetry) : Suppose Assumption 3.2 holds.
While exclusion incentives arise, the flexibility that FTA members have in forming an ad-
ditional FTA yields that such incentive goes unexercised in the equilibrium.
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Lemma 3.3 and Proposition 3.4 together imply that there exists no self-enforcing coali-
tional deviation in which a larger exporting country is involved. As a result, the unilateral
announcement deviation of the smaller country from ΩF is pivotal for ΩF for being a
CPNE. Thus, we have to consider the following two unilateral deviations of country s:

(i) unilateral announcement deviation of country s from σs = {l, l′} to σs = {l, φ} (or
σs = {φ, l′}) leading to deviation from 〈F 〉 to 〈lh〉 (or 〈l′h〉).

(ii) unilateral announcement deviation of country s from σs = {l, l′} to σs = {φ, φ}
leading to deviation from 〈F 〉 to 〈ll′〉.

Consider the unilateral deviation (i) first. We know from our previous discussion that,
when countries are completely symmetric, no country has an incentive to unilaterally de-
viate irrespective of the bound tariff rates. However, the asymmetry in comparative ad-
vantages leads to asymmetric preferences for trade liberalization. We can easily show that,
due to the smaller volume of its exports, country s benefits less from tariff reductions
granted by a larger exporting country and it loses relatively more from eliminating its own
optimal tariff since it applies to relatively larger import volumes and thus we can show
that ∂∆ws(F−lh)

∂λs
> 0 always holds. We find that there exists a critical threshold degree of

asymmetry beyond which country s has an incentive to unilaterally deviate from its free
trade announcement σs = {l, l′} to σs = {l, φ} (or σs = {φ, l′}) leading to deviation from
〈F 〉 to 〈lh〉 (or 〈l′h〉):

∆ws(F − lh) < 0 when λs < λs(F − lh) where
∂λs(F − lh)

∂τ
> 0

The above result argues that the incentive of country s to unilaterally deviate from
σs = {l, l′} to σs = {l, φ} (or σs = {φ, l′}) gets weaker with the reduction in tariff binding.

Now, consider the unilateral deviation (ii). First, we should note that a similar intuitive
discussion applies as above and we find that, when country s is sufficiently smaller exporter,
the benefit from being able to impose import tariffs dominates the benefit from free market
access and thus it has an incentive to unilaterally deviate from its free trade announcement
σs = {l, l′} to σs = {φ, φ} leading to deviation from 〈F 〉 to 〈ll′〉:

∆ws(F − ll′) < 0 when λs < λs(F − ll′) where
∂λs(F − ll′)

∂τ
> 0

Two observations leads to our main result: (i) λs(F − ll′) > λs(F − lh) and thus the
incentive of country s to unilaterally deviate from σs = {l, l′} to σs = {φ, φ} leading to

deviation from 〈F 〉 to 〈ll′〉 determines the CPNE condition for 〈F 〉 and (ii) since ∂λs(F−ll′)
∂τ

>
0, the incentive of country s to unilaterally deviate from free trade announcement and free
ride under 〈ll′〉 gets weaker with the reduction in tariff binding. We can now state our
main result that is illustrated in Figure 3.3:

Proposition 3.5 (free riding incentive – asymmetry) : Suppose Assumption 3.2 holds.
Then, ΩF ≡ {σs = {l, l′}, σl = {s, l′}, σl′ = {s, l}} leading to 〈F 〉 is CPNE only when
λs ≥ λs(F − ll′) and it is more likely to be a CPNE as the tariff bindings decline.
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λs(F − ll′)
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〈ll′〉

τ
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Figure 3.3: Free Trade is CPNE - Asymmetry I

Based on the above discussion, continual reduction in tariff binding disciplines the
ability of the smaller exporting (and thus larger importing) country in imposing external
tariffs and thus weakens its incentive to free ride on trade liberalization by the larger
exporting countries. Since FTA formation is flexible in signing independent FTAs and
exclusion incentives go unexercised, it is the free riding incentive that determines the
CPNE condition for multilateral free trade. The above finding suggests that multilateral
free trade is more likely to be a CPNE as the tariff binding declines. Therefore, this result
provides support for the idea that continual reduction in tariff binding facilitates the FTA
formation in attaining global free trade.

Next, we examine the following question: what if λs < λs(F − ll′) and global free trade
fails to obtain? First, consider no agreement ∅. Since ∆wl(ll

′ − ∅) > 0 for all τ , λ and
λs, two larger exporting countries (l and l′) have an incentive to coalitionally change their
announcements from {φ, φ} and {φ, φ} to {φ, l′} and {φ, l} respectively, taking country s’s
announcement fixed: σs = {φ, φ}. This initial deviation is self-enforcing since no proper
subset of the initially deviating countries (neither l nor l′) has an incentive to alter its
announcement unilaterally (i.e. announcement profile that leads to 〈ll′〉 is always a Nash
equilibrium). Therefore, the announcement profile that leads to ∅ is not a CPNE. We
next examine whether announcement profile that leads to a 〈sh〉 is a CPNE. Note from
Lemma 3.3 part (i) that ∆wl(F − sh) > 0 for all τ , λ and λs and thus countries l and
l′ have an incentive to coalitionally change their announcements from {s, φ} and {s, φ} to
{s, l′} and {s, l} respectively, taking country s’s announcement fixed at σs = {l, l′}. This
coalitional deviation would convert the hub and spoke regime 〈sh〉 to free trade 〈F 〉 and it
is a self-enforcing deviation since a larger exporting country has no incentive to unilaterally
deviate from its announcement that leads to free trade as established in Lemma 3.3.
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Now consider the announcement profile that leads to a 〈lh〉. Note first that we already
established the following above: λs(F − ll′) > λs(F − lh) for all τ and λ, and thus the
unilateral deviation incentive of country s under ΩF from σs = {l, l′} to σs = {φ, φ}
leading to deviation from 〈F 〉 to 〈ll′〉 is stronger than the the unilateral deviation incentive
of country s from σs = {l, l′} to σs = {l, φ}, leading to deviation from 〈F 〉 to 〈lh〉. This
immediately implies that, when λs < λs(F − ll′) holds, country s under Ωlh always has an
incentive to unilaterally deviate from from {l, φ} to {φ, φ} converting 〈lh〉 to 〈ll′〉 and thus
〈lh〉 is not even a Nash equilibrium (therefore not a CPNE).

Finally, we examine whether the announcement profiles that lead to a bilateral FTAs
are CPNE when λs < λs(F − ll′). First consider the announcement profile Ωll′ . We
have established above that ∆wl(ll

′ − ∅) > 0 for all τ , λ and λs and thus Ωll′ is always
a Nash equilibrium. When λs < λs(F − ll′) holds, small country has no incentive to
participate in the coalitional announcement deviation converting 〈ll′〉 into 〈F 〉. Moreover,
as we discussed above, country s under Ωll′ has no incentive to jointly deviate with country
l from their respective announcements {φ, φ} and {φ, l′} to {l, φ} and {s, l′} leading to
a deviation from 〈ll′〉 to 〈lh〉. Finally note from Lemma 3 that even when coalitional
deviations leading to deviation from 〈ll′〉 to 〈sl〉 and 〈ll′〉 to 〈sh〉 occur, they are not
self-enforcing since a proper subset of initially deviating countries has incentive to further
deviate. As a result, when free trade fails to a CPNE (when λs < λs(F − ll′)), Ωll′ arises
as a CPNE. We conclude our discussion with the discussion of whether Ωsl is a CPNE. It
turns out to be that the critical deviation under Ωsl is the joint announcement deviation of
countries s and l′ from their respective announcements {l, φ} and {φ, φ} to {l, l′} and {s, φ}
converting 〈sl〉 into 〈sh〉. We know from part (ii) of Lemma 3.3 that country s always has
an incentive to participate in such a coalitional deviation while country l′ does so only
when λs < λl′(sh − sl). This joint announcement deviation is self-enforcing since neither
s nor l′ has an incentive to further deviate taking the announcement of complements as
given. When λl′(sh − sl) < λs < λs(F − ll′) holds, there exists no other self-enforcing
deviation from Ωsl and thus it is a CPNE. Based on the above discussion, the following
result is immediate:

Proposition 3.6 : Suppose Assumption 3.2 holds and λs < λs(F − ll′). Then, the follow-
ing result holds:

(i) Ωll′ ≡ {σs = {φ, φ}, σl = {φ, l′}, σl′ = {φ, l}} leading to 〈ll′〉 is always CPNE while

(ii) announcement profiles leading to any bilateral FTA is CPNE when λl′(sh − sl) ≤
λs ≤ λs(F − ll′).

The above proposition and Figure 3.4 imply that when the degree of asymmetry in
comparative advantage is sufficiently large and free trade fails to be a CPNE, bilateral
FTAs emerge in the equilibrium while hub and spoke regimes never arise. An asymmetric
FTA 〈sl〉 is a CPNE only when the degree of asymmetry is moderate and the bound tariff
rates are sufficiently high. When the degree of asymmetry rises and/or the bound tariff
rates fall sufficiently, the unique CPNE is the FTA between two larger exporters. Here, it is
important to emphasize that exclusion incentive does not play any role in the equilibrium
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Figure 3.4: Bilateral FTAs are CPNE - Asymmetry I

and thus we can not interpret these trade agreements as ”gated globalization” as in Lake
and Roy (2017). Another important takeaway from the above result is that, unlike Freund
(2000), bilateral FTAs become less likely to be a CPNE as the tariff bindings decline. As
explained in detail before, the endogeneity in FTA formation and the flexibility of forming
independent FTAs were absent in Freund (2000) and this creates the divergence in the
results.

Next, we show that our main result continues to hold under different structure of
asymmetry.

3.4.2 Two smaller one larger exporters

Consider now the case where two countries (’smaller’ exporting countries denoted by s and
s′) have lower degrees of comparative advantages in their exporting sectors than the third
(denoted by l; refereed to as the ‘larger’ exporting country). Accordingly, let the pattern
of asymmetry be given by:

Assumption 3.3
λ ≤ λs = λs′ < λl = λ (Asymmetry II)

3.4.2.1 Different Tariff Binding Scenarios - Asymmetry II

Assuming that tariff bindings are sufficiently lax so that they do not bind, the optimal
tariff ranking under Assumption 3.3 is as follows

ts(∅) > tl(∅) > tsl(ss
′) > tls′(sl) > tss′(sl) > 0
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Thus, as before, we have four distinct sub-scenarios as illustrated in Figure 3.5:

(i) no tariff binding scenario arises when τ > ts (∅) holds. Under such a case, all
countries are free to impose their optimal tariffs under all feasible trade regimes.

(ii) partial tariff binding scenario:

- tl(∅) < τ < ts(∅): except for country s under ∅ and as a non-member under
the bilateral FTA 〈s′l〉, countries are free to impose their optimal tariffs under
all feasible trade regimes. Country s under ∅ and 〈s′l〉 is constrained to impose
the tariff binding τ .

- tsl(ss
′) < τ < tl(∅): countries under ∅ (and non-member countries under a

bilateral FTA) are constrained to impose τ while FTA member countries are
free to impose their optimal tariffs.

- tls′(sl) < τ < tsl(ss
′): countries under ∅ (and non-member countries under a

bilateral FTA) and smaller member countries under 〈ss′〉 (and as a spoke under
〈sh〉 or 〈s′h〉) are constrained to impose τ while the member countries under the
FTA between larger and smaller countries, i.e. 〈sl〉 and 〈s′l〉, are free to impose
their optimal tariffs.

- tss′(sl) < τ < tls′(sl): except for the smaller member country under 〈sl〉 and
〈s′l〉 (and smaller spoke country under 〈lh〉), countries are constrained to impose
τ .

(iii) full tariff binding scenario arises when τ < ts(sl) holds. Under this scenario, all
countries lose their freedom to impose optimal tariffs under the entire set of trade
agreements and they are required to apply τ .

ts(∅)

tl(∅)

tsl(ss′
)

tls′ (sl)

tss′(
sl) λs

τ

Figure 3.5: FTA tariff schedule - Asymmetry II
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3.4.2.2 Preferences for FTAs under Asymmetry II

To save space, we directly move to the following lemma that proves to be useful in deriving
when free trade is a CPNE:

Lemma 3.4 Suppose that Assumption 3.3 holds. Then, we have Suppose that Assumption
holds. Then, we have

(i) ∆wi(ij −∅) > 0, i, j = s, s′, l for all τ , λ and λs;

(ii) wi(ih) > max{wi(F ), wi(ij), wi(∅)}, i, j = s, s′, l and ∆ws(F − lh) = ∆ws′(F − lh) >
0 for all τ , λ and λs;

(iii) ∆wl(F − sh) = ∆wl(F − s′h) > 0 for all τ , λ and λs while ∆ws(F − s′h) =
∆ws′(F − sh) > 0 only when λs > λs(F − s′h);

(iv) ∆wl(F − ss′) > 0 for all τ , λ and λs while ∆ws(F − s′l) = ∆ws′(F − sl) > 0 only
when λs > λs(F − s′l) and

(v) λs(F − s′l) > λs(F − s′h) for all τ and λ.

It is immediate from the parts (iii) and (iv) of the above lemma that the larger exporting
country has no incentive to unilaterally deviate from its announcement that leads to free
trade. Focusing on the coalitional deviations from the announcement profile leading to
global free trade, the first and second part of Lemma 3.4 implies that, even when two
countries have incentives to jointly deviate, such coalitional deviation is never self-enforcing.
To see it more clearly, taking the announcement of country l as given, consider the joint
deviation of two smaller exporting countries from their respective announcements σs =
{s′, l} and σs′ = {s, l} to σs = {s′, φ} and σs′ = {s, φ} leading to deviation from 〈F 〉 to
〈ss′〉. Such deviation happens only when λs > λs(F − ss′).

However, the second part of Lemma 3.4 informs us that, taking the announcement of
country l as given: σl = {s, s′}, either of the initially deviating smaller exporting countries
(say s) has an incentive to further deviate from σs = {s′, φ} to σs = {s′, l} to become
the hub country under 〈sh〉. The similar intuition applies for the coalitional deviation of
one of the smaller exporting countries and the larger exporting country to exclude the
other smaller exporting country. Either of the initially deviating countries has incentive to
further deviate, making the initial deviation not self-enforcing.9 Therefore, we restate our
previous finding: although exclusion incentives exist when tariff bindings are sufficiently
tight, the flexibility that FTA members have in forming an additional FTA yields that such
incentive goes unexercised in the equilibrium.

The above discussion together with part (v) of Lemma 3.4 informs us that, as before, the
unilateral announcement deviation of a smaller exporting country (say s) from σs = {s′, l}
to σs = {φ, φ} leading to deviation from 〈F 〉 to 〈s′l〉 determines whether ΩF is a CPNE:

9Two smaller countries can have incentives to coalitionally deviate from their free trade announcements
to announcements leading to no agreement. This coalitional deviation is not self-enforcing as well due to
part (i) of Lemma 3.4.
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Proposition 3.7 : Suppose Assumption 3.3 holds. Then, ΩF ≡ {σs = {l, l′}, σl = {s, l′}, σl′ = {s, l}}
leading to 〈F 〉 is CPNE only when λs > λs(F − s′l) and it is more likely to be a CPNE as
the tariff bindings decline.

λ

λ

λs(F − s′l)

〈F 〉

〈sl〉

τ

λs

Figure 3.6: Free Trade is CPNE - Asymmetry II

The above result, represented in Figure 3.6, argues that our main finding is robust to
the structure of asymmetry: free riding incentive of smaller exporting countries is pivotal
for free trade to arise in the equilibrium while exclusion incentives go unexercised. With
the continual reduction in tariff bindings, free riding incentives fall and global free trade
becomes more likely to be a CPNE.10

So far, our findings suggest that, due to the flexibility of FTA formation, exclusion
incentives go unexercised in the equilibrium. What if the preferential trade agreement is
a customs union rather than an FTA and hub and spoke regimes are not feasible? Next,
we examine this question under complete symmetry to shed light on the implications of
common external tariff requirement of CU.

3.5 Customs Union

Suppose the PTA under consideration is a CU as opposed to an FTA and countries are
symmetric with respect to their comparative advantage (Assumption 3.1 holds). To have
a comparable result and figure to the ones under the FTA game, we assume that λ ≤ 1

2
.11

10What if λs(F −s′l) and global free trade fails to obtain? Under such a case, we find that the announce-
ment profile leading to a bilateral FTA between a smaller exporting country and the larger exporting
country (〈sl〉 or 〈s′l〉) is the CPNE.

11Note that when λ is sufficiently large, free trade fails to be a CPNE under the CU game regardless of
bound tariff rates since exclusion incentives always arise.
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As under the FTA game, at the first stage of the CU formation game each country
announces the names of countries with whom it wants to form a CU. Country i’s announce-
ment is denoted by σi and its strategy set Siu consists of four possible announcements:

Siu = {{φ, φ}, {ju, φ}, {φ, ku}, {ju, ku}}

where {φ, φ} denotes an announcement in favor of no CU with either trading partners,
{ju, φ} in favor of a CU with only country j; {φ, ku} in favour of a CU with only country
k; and {ju, ku} in favour of a CU that includes both its trading partners (announcement in
favour of free trade). The mapping between various announcements profiles and the CUs
that can arise is as follows: (i) when no two announcements match or the only matching
announcements are {φ, φ} we obtain no agreement ∅; (ii) a CU between countries i and
j denoted by 〈iju〉 is formed if they announce each others’ names and there is no other
matching announcement: i.e. 〈iju〉 is formed if ju ∈ σi, iu ∈ σj and both (a) ku /∈ σi and/or
iu /∈ σk and (b) ku /∈ σj and/or ju /∈ σk hold; (iv) free trade 〈F 〉 obtains iff all countries
announce each other’s names. Recall that the equivalent of a hub and spoke trading regime
cannot arise under the CU game due to the fact that CU members coordinate their external
tariffs.

As is well known, the central difference between an FTA and a CU is that members
of a CU impose common external tariffs on non-members whereas FTA members adopt
individually optimal tariffs. This difference in tariff setting behaviour between the two
types of PTAs has an important consequence affecting the role of exclusion incentive in
the equilibrium determination. It is crucial to note that, while an FTA member is free to
enter into additional trade agreements (such as hub and spoke trading regimes) with non-
member countries without requiring consent from its existing FTA partners, a CU member
can only do so if all other members also agree to participate in the new agreements. In other
words, FTA members enjoy more flexibility in agreement formation than CU members.

While the optimal tariff analysis under no agreement stays the same as before, optimal
tariff determination under a bilateral CU is different due to the common external tariff
requirement. Here, it is worth mentioning that since each country is the unique importer of
a good in our competing exporters model, the ”market power effect” of a CU emphasized by
Bagwell and Staiger (1997a) does not arise since that effect arises only when CU members “
compete” for imports.12 As a result, the coordination of tariffs is beneficial to CU members
only because each members internalizes the effect of its tariff on the export surplus of the
other member. If two countries form a CU, they remove tariffs on each other and impose
jointly optimal external tariffs (denoted by tui and tuj ) on the non-member country.13 The

12See Missios et al. (2016) and Saggi et al. (2018) for details of tariff setting behaviour in a competing
importers model.

13Our simple formulation of a CU’s tariff choice problem is intuitively appealing and in line with much
of existing literature. However, Syropoulos (2003) has shown that the nature of the sharing rule of a CU
with respect to tariff revenue can affect tariff preferences as well as the trade patterns of CU members in
ways that can prevent the implementation of jointly optimal tariffs. An important insight of his analysis is
that CU members have an incentive to influence their common tariffs not just for external terms-of-trade
reasons but also for internal distributional purposes. Given the focus of our paper, we abstract from such
considerations.
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tariff pair (tui , t
u
j ) is chosen to solve:14

max
tui , t

u
j

wi(ij) + wj(ij) subject to tij = tji = 0 (3.4)

Since countries are symmetric, we have tui = tuj = tu and the optimal external tariff of each
CU member is given by

tu =
αλ

(λ+ 2)(3λ+ 10)
(3.5)

Note that, under symmetry, the formation of a CU induces each member country to lower
its tariff on the non-member relative to the status quo (i.e. the model exhibits tariff
complementarity): tu < tφ.15 Moreover, unlike an FTA, member countries under a CU
internalize each other’s export surplus under the joint welfare maximization and thus higher
external tariff (weaker tariff complementarity) arises: tf < tu < tφ.

3.5.1 Different Tariff Binding Scenarios – Customs Union

Similar to the FTA game under symmetry, we have three tariff binding scenarios (illustrated
in Figure 3.7):

(i) no tariff binding scenario where the tariff binding exceeds the optimal tariff under
No agreement: τ > tz (∅) so that countries are free to impose their optimal tariffs
under all trade regimes (the above optimal tariffs apply);

(ii) partial tariff binding scenario where the tariff binding exceeds the optimal tariff under
a CU but falls below the optimal tariff under No agreement: tu < τ < t∅. Under such
a case, countries under ∅ and the non-member country under a CU impose τ while
the member countries under a CU are free to impose their optimal external tariffs.

(iii) full tariff binding scenario where the tariff binding falls below the optimal tariff under
an FTA: τ < tu. Under this scenario, countries lose their freedom to impose optimal
tariffs under all trade regimes and apply τ .

It is immediate from the preceding tariff discussion that while no tariff binding scenario
stays the same under both FTA and CU formation games, the bound tariff rate ranges
shrink under the partial tariff binding scenario and expands under the full tariff binding
scenario when the PTA is a CU relative to an FTA since tf < tu.

14The assumption that the CU maximizes the sum of national utilities is commonly employed in the
literature. Issues of the delegation of tariff-setting authority and the choice of weights in the social welfare
function are discussed by Gatsios and Karp (1991) and Melatos and Woodland (2007).

15It is noteworthy that tariff complementarity also arises in the general equilibrium model of Bond et
al. (2004). For empirical evidence regarding tariff complementarity in the context of the Latin American
CU MERCOSUR, see Estevadeordal et al. (2008).
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Figure 3.7: CU tariff schedule - Symmetry

3.5.2 Coalition Proof Nash Equilibria – Customs Union

Before deriving the equilibrium trade agreements under the CU formation game, we estab-
lish the following lemma:

Lemma 3.5 Suppose that countries have symmetric comparative advantage. Then, we
have:

(i) ∆wi(ij
u −∅) = ∆wj(ij

u −∅) > 0 and ∆wk(ij
u −∅) < 0 for all τ and λ;

(ii) ∆wi(F − iju) = ∆wj(F − iju) > 0 only when τ > τ̂u(λ) where tu < τ̂u(λ) < t∅;

(iii) ∆wk(F − iju) > 0 for all τ and λ;

Note that, relative to an FTA formation game, each member country internalizes the
negative externality of each other’s external tariff via common external tariff determination
under the CU and thus benefits more from a bilateral CU formation. Therefore, as under
the FTA game, a pair of symmetric countries under ∅ always have an incentive to form
a bilateral CU and thus the announcements leading to a bilateral CU is always a Nash
equilibrium and Ω∅ is not a CPNE of the CU game. Unlike the FTA game, the formation of
a bilateral CU always makes the non-member country worse-off irrespective of the bound
tariff rates and thus the formation of a CU is never Pareto-improving since it always
makes member countries better off at the expense of the non-member. Consistent with
this intuition, part (iii) of the above lemma informs us that there exists no free riding
incentive on trade liberalization of the other two member countries via CU. As a result,
the announcement profile ΩF leading to 〈F 〉 is always a Nash equilibrium.

Similar to the FTA game, the second part of the above lemma argues in favor of the
idea that two countries have incentives to exclude the third country from free trade network
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when the tariff bindings are sufficiently tight. Note that when the bound tariff rates fall
below tz (∅), the non-member country loses its ability to set its optimal MFN tariff under
a bilateral CU while facing a larger tariff under a CU relative to an FTA. Joint welfare
maximization implies that the exclusion incentive is stronger under a CU relative to an
FTA and thus τ̂u(λ) > τ̂(λ) for all λ. Here, it is important to note that Saggi et al. (2013)
show under symmetry that there exists no exclusion incentive under a CU formation game
in a competing exporters model when tariff bindings are not taken into account. Our
result confirms this finding under “ no tariff binding scenario” but goes one step further
and suggests that this result fails to hold when countries are constrained in imposing their
optimal tariffs due to sufficiently tight tariff bindings.

Recall that the key message in the FTA game was that even though a pair of countries
benefit from excluding the third country from their trade agreement, they are unable to
exercise this exclusion incentive in equilibrium. The flexible nature of FTAs plays a crucial
role in ensuring that the exclusion incentive goes unexercised in the FTA game. Since
hub and spoke regimes cannot arise under the CU formation game, are countries able to
exercise the exclusion incentive in equilibrium?

It is immediate from Lemma 3.4 that ΩF is a CPNE of the CU game only when
τ ≥ τ̂u(λ) where tu < τ̂u(λ) < t∅. To see why, taking the complement’s announcement
as given, simply consider the coalitional deviation of countries i and j from ΩF to Ωiju ≡
{σi = {ju, φ}, σj = {iu, φ} σk = {iu, ju}}. Observe from Lemma 3.4 that this coalitional
deviation happens when τ < τ̂u(λ), altering the trade regime from free trade to the CU
〈iju〉 and since CU members enjoy higher welfare than that under no agreement, neither
member country has an incentive to further unilaterally alter its announcements and thus
the initial deviation is self-enforcing.

Finally, we argue that the announcement profile leading to a bilateral CU is a CPNE
only when τ ≤ τ̂u(λ). Starting with any Nash equilibrium announcement profile that yields
the CU 〈iju〉, member countries have no incentive to jointly alter their announcements to
either obtain ∅ or 〈F 〉 since they are worse off under either of these outcomes. Thus, we
can state the following result, illustrated in Figure 3.8:

Proposition 3.8 : Suppose that countries have symmetric comparative advantage. Then,
in a CU formation game

(i) ΩF leading to global free trade is a CPNE only when τ ≥ τ̂u(λ) and

(ii) Ωiju leading to a bilateral CU is a CPNE only when τ ≤ τ̂u(λ)

The main difference between the results in the FTA game (Proposition 3.3) and the
CU game (Proposition 3.8) is driven by the relatively flexible nature of FTAs compared to
CUs. In the FTA game, when two countries (i and j) have incentives to jointly exclude the
third country from free trade by forming a bilateral FTA, each member has an incentive
to sign an independent FTA with the excluded country thereby making itself a hub. The
ability to act on this incentive acts as a deterrent for the other initially deviating country
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(say j) since it is worse off as a spoke under 〈ih〉 relative to free trade and thus the initial
joint deviation from the announcement profile ΩF to Ωij does not occur. However, unlike
the FTA game, no such deterrent exists under the CU game since CU expansion must
move directly from a bilateral CU to global free trade and CU members have veto power
over such CU expansion.

tφ

〈F 〉

〈iju〉

τ̂u

λ

τ

Figure 3.8: Stable equilibrium under CU - (CU game) Symmetry

It is immediate from Figure 3.8 that global free trade is less likely to be a CPNE as
the bound tariff rates fall. Here, we should emphasize that while our FTA results diverges
from Freund (2000), Proposition 3.8 provides support for Freund (2000) when preferential
trade agreement is a customs union rather than an FTA: continual reduction in tariff
bindings enhances the incentives to form a bilateral CU relative to free trade since the
set-up in Freund (2000) converges to our CU formation game where hub and spoke regime
is not feasible and exclusion incentive plays a crucial role in equilibrium. While the PTA
formation and multilateral tariff reduction are modelled differently, another important
observation would be that the above result is also consistent with Lake and Roy (2017),
arguing that “gated globalization” becomes more likely as the reduction in tariff bindings
gets deeper when the PTA under consideration takes the form of a CU rather than an
FTA.

3.6 Conclusion

We show that the flexible nature of FTA formation due to the independent external tariff
setting plays a major role in identifying whether free riding or exclusion incentives play
pivotal role in equilibrium. When countries are completely symmetric, no country has an
incentive to free ride on trade liberalization by the other two countries while two countries
have incentives to exclude the third one when tariff bindings are sufficiently tight. Due to
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the flexibility in FTA formation, such exclusion incentives go unexercised and free trade
always obtains as the coalition proof Nash equilibrium (CPNE) of the FTA game. However,
since hub and spoke regimes are not allowed in the CU game and CU members have veto
power over CU expansion, countries are able to exercise the exclusion incentive and thus
free trade fails to be CPNE when tariff bindings are sufficiently tight. This result suggests
that, when countries are symmetric, the pursuit of CUs undermines global free trade when
tariff bindings are sufficiently tight while FTA formation always act as building blocs
irrespective of the tariff bindings.

We then question when and why, if any, global free trade fails to obtain in FTA for-
mation game. To this end, we consider a scenario where countries are asymmetric with
respect to their comparative advantage. Our findings suggest that the country with a
weaker comparative advantage in the exporting goods (thus larger importer country) has
incentive to free ride on trade liberalization of the other two countries and this incentive
is critical for whether multilateral free trade obtains as a CPNE. Since the reduction in
bound tariff rates disciplines the ability of the free riding smaller exporting country in
setting its external tariffs, multilateral free trade arises more likely as a CPNE (and thus
act as a building bloc). This result provides support for the idea that continual reduction
in tariff bindings facilitates the FTA formation in attaining global free trade.

It is important to note that FTA formation and CU formation games are examined in
isolation and the choice between these two types of PTAs is not endogenously determined.
In the next two Chapters (4-5) we examine this question in a dynamic set-up, similar to
the one employed by Lake and Yildiz (2016) and Lake (2018). In this dynamic setting,
we examine in Chapter 4 FTA formation and CU formation games separately. In Chapter
5, we endogenize the choice of PTA type and examine a pure farsighted PTA formation
under exogenously given tariff bindings.
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Chapter 4
Tariff Bindings and Dynamic Formation
of Preferential Trade Agreements

In this paper, we utilize a dynamic model of PTA formation where countries form PTAs
over time in order to address how continual reductions in the tariff bindings impact the
role of each type of PTA in helping or hindering the attainment of global free trade.1 Our
model features symmetric countries. We first analyse an “FTA game” where countries can
only form FTAs. With relatively high tariff binding, the key intuition revolves around free
riding by the FTA outsider. Intuitively, despite facing discrimination, the FTA outsider
benefits from the well known tariff complementarity phenomena whereby FTA members
lower their MFN tariff upon FTA formation. Indeed, the FTA outsider actually becomes
worse off upon a subsequent FTA with an FTA insider. In this sense, the FTA outsider
holds a myopic free riding incentive. However, by eliminating the discrimination faced in
both FTA insider markets, the FTA outsider benefits from global free trade. The tension
between this farsighted benefit of global free trade and the myopic free riding incentive
generates a dynamic trade-off. A sufficiently patient FTA outsider willingly becomes the
spoke because of the farsighted benefit of global free trade. But, a sufficiently myopic
FTA outsider holds a dynamic free riding incentive in that it refuses any subsequent FTA
formation because the myopic free riding incentive dominates the farsighted benefit of
global free trade.

However, continual reductions in the global tariff binding eventually eliminate the my-
opic free riding incentive by constraining the FTA outsider’s ability to levy its optimal
tariffs on the FTA insiders. With a relatively low tariff binding, the key intuition revolves
around the FTA insiders holding an exclusion incentive. Intuitively, the FTA insiders have
already extracted tariff concessions from the FTA outsider through the relatively low tariff
binding and benefit from excluding the FTA outsider from global free trade to protect
their preferential access as FTA insiders. Nevertheless, an FTA insider benefits myopically
from forming its own FTA with the FTA outsider and thus becoming the “hub” with pref-
erential access to both of the other “spoke” countries. The tension between this myopic

1The methodology and the results contained in this and the following chapters are documented in Lake
et al. (2018).
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benefit of becoming the hub and the farsighted nature of the exclusion incentive generates
a dynamic trade off. A sufficiently myopic FTA insider becomes the hub because of the
benefits associated with preferential access to both spoke markets. But, a sufficiently pa-
tient FTA insider holds a dynamic exclusion incentive in that it refuses any subsequent
FTA formation because of the farsighted benefit of not precipitating expansion to global
free trade.

Two main insights emerge when analysing how continual tariff binding reductions
change how FTA formation helps or hinders the attainment of global free trade. First,
when high tariff bindings prevent FTA expansion to global free trade, continual reductions
in the tariff binding facilitate FTA formation that attains global free trade. Specifically,
suppose the dynamic free riding incentive prevents global free trade under a sufficiently
high tariff binding noting that this requires sufficient myopia. Then, continual reductions
in the tariff binding eventually eliminate the dynamic free riding incentive and, despite
generating an exclusion incentive, FTA insiders do not hold a dynamic exclusion incen-
tive because the dynamic exclusion incentive requires sufficient patience. In turn, FTA
formation yields global free trade.

The second insight is that when high tariffs bindings facilitate FTA expansion to global
free trade, continual reductions in tariff bindings change the nature of FTA formation so
that FTA expansion no longer facilitates but can rather impede FTA expansion to global
free trade. This insight may be especially relevant given the literature documents FTA
formation typically takes many years. As such, tariff binding reductions may occur before
FTA expansion has time to reach global free trade. In this case, the FTA outsider does
not hold a dynamic free riding incentive under the initially high tariff binding because
of sufficient patience. However, continual tariff binding reductions create an exclusion
incentive and FTA insiders may hold a dynamic exclusion incentive since this also requires
sufficient patience. In this case, FTA formation would eventually yield global free trade
under the initial and relatively high tariff binding, but continual reductions in the tariff
binding generate a dynamic exclusion incentive for FTA insiders who refuse any subsequent
FTA formation with the FTA outsider.

Unlike our “FTA game” which features tensions between myopic and farsighted incen-
tives, our “CU game” is much simpler. Two observations are important: (i) CU expansion
must move directly from the CU insider-outsider network to global free trade and (ii) CU
insiders have veto power over such CU expansion. While the CU non-member always
benefits from CU expansion to global free trade, CU insiders want to exclude the CU
non-member from such expansion when the tariff binding is relatively low. As for FTA
insiders, a relatively low tariff binding implies the CU members have extracted substantial
tariff concessions from the CU non-member without giving concessions to the CU non-
member via CU expansion. Thus, CU formation proceeds to global free trade only for
relatively high tariff bindings.

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 4.1 describes succinctly our model both the
underlying trade model and the game theoretic model of PTA formation. Section 4.2
analyses the equilibrium outcome of the “FTA game” where countries can only form FTAs.
Section 4.3 analyses the equilibrium outcome of the “CU game” where countries can only
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form CUs. Finally, Section 4.4 concludes. The Appendix contains all proofs.

4.1 Model

Ultimately, our model allows countries to form PTAs over time. As described in Chapter
2, our model consists of three countries a, b and c; three (non-numéraire) goods A,B and
C; and, a numéraire good v0. Where appropriate, we hereafter use z = i, j, k as generic
notation for countries and Z = I, J , K as generic notation for non-numéraire goods. By
utilizing the equilibrium prices derived in equation (2.10), we maintain throughout the
reminder of this paper the symmetric comparative advantage structure across countries
(i.e., λz = λ for z = i, j, k). In each period, countries choose optimal applied tariffs given
the network of PTAs and existing tariff bindings. In turn, production, consumption and
international trade take place given the network of PTAs and the applied tariffs chosen
by countries. Section 4.1.1 describes how countries choose applied tariffs subject to the
existing network of PTAs and the existing tariff bindings. Section 4.1.2 details our dynamic
game theoretic model of PTA formation.

4.1.1 Implications of tariff bindings

Naturally, countries cannot raise their applied tariff above the tariff binding they have
agreed during multilateral negotiations. In this paper, we take the tariff bindings from
multilateral negotiations as exogenous. Further, given our symmetric countries, we consider
a symmetric tariff binding τ .

Given the optimal tariffs derived in Equations (3.1)-(3.2) and (3.5), and an exogenous
tariff binding τ , Figure 4.1 illustrates four possible ranges. The last region in Figure 4.1 is
the “ No binding region” . Here, regardless of PTA formation, the tariff binding τ exceeds
the optimal applied tariff of all countries: τ > tφ > tu > tf . Thus, the tariff binding never
binds. This is the range typically considered by the existing PTA literature that ignores
the implications of multilaterally negotiated tariff bindings.

However, the tariff binding binds once τ < tφ. In the “Non-member binding region,”
tu < τ < tφ which says the tariff binding binds the applied tariffs of the FTA outsider and
CU outsider who thus levy an applied tariff of τ that lies below their optimal applied tariff
tφ. However, this tariff binding τ does not bind any other countries.

The tariff binding binds the applied tariffs of CU insiders (in addition to FTA and CU
outsiders) once tf < τ < tu. That is, CU insiders levy an applied tariff τ that lies below
their optimal applied tariff tu. Finally, once in the “FTA binding region” of τ < tf , the
tariff binding now binds the applied tariffs of all countries who all levy an applied tariff τ
below their optimal applied tariff.
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Figure 4.1: Tariff binding regions

4.1.2 Strategies and equilibrium concept

Our dynamic model follows Lake and Yildiz (2016) and Lake (2018), and is similar to
Seidmann (2009). We assume at most one PTA can form in a period and that PTAs
formed in previous periods are binding and hence cannot be severed.23 Given a network
gt−1 at the beginning of the current period t, we refer to the current period t as the
subgame at gt−1. Table 4.1 illustrates the current period feasible transitions gt−1 → gt
where gt denotes the network at the end of the current period.

Note that a network remains permanently when one of two conditions occur, and this
happens from no later than the third period. First, when no agreement forms in a given
period, the assumption below of Markov strategies implies no agreement will form in any
subsequent period. Second, once global free trade emerges, the assumption that previously
formed agreements cannot be severed implies global free trade remains forever. Because
the network remains unchanged from no later than the third period onwards, we let the
last network in a path of networks denote the network that remains forever: for example,
gt−1 → gt → gt+1 describes the path of networks that begins at gt−1 and then passes
through gt and then remains at gt+1 forever; alternatively, the path of networks g∅ → g∅

2Ornelas (2008) and Ornelas and Liu (2012), among others, argue the binding nature of trade agreements
is pervasive in the literature and, notwithstanding Brexit, realistic in terms of real world observation.
They also argue the assumption of binding agreements can represent a reduced form for more structural
justifications such as sunk costs (see McLaren (2002) and, for empirical support, Freund and McLaren
(1999).

3Because, negotiations often take many years to complete (e.g. despite not being signed until 1992,
Odell (2006, p. 193) documents NAFTA negotiations dating back to 1986; also see Mölders (2012, 2015)
and Freund and McDaniel (2016), we essentially interpret a period as the required time to negotiate an
agreement.
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Network at beginning of current period Network at end of current period

g∅ g∅, g
FTA
ij , gFTAik , gFTAjk , gCUij , gCUik , gCUjk

gFTAij gFTAij , gHi , g
H
j

gCUij gCUij , gFT

gHi gHi , g
FT

gFT gFT

Table 4.1: Feasible network transitions

indicates that no PTA ever forms.

Ultimately, countries have preferences over paths of PTA networks with β denoting the
discount factor. To this end, given a network g, we assume country i’s one period payoff is
its national welfare wi(g). Continuation payoffs capture country preferences over paths of
PTA networks. Given a feasible transition gt−1 → gt from the network gt−1 at the beginning
of the current period to the network gt at the end of the current period, the context will
often make clear the path of networks gt+1 → gt+2 → ... that follow this current period
transition. Thus, we simply let Vi (gt) represent the continuation payoff from the path of
networks gt−1 → gt → gt+1 → gt+2 → .... For concreteness, suppose the network at the
beginning of the current period is the empty network g∅. Then, country i’s continuation
payoff from the path of networks g∅ → gCUij → gFT is Vi

(
gCUij

)
= wi

(
gCUij

)
+ β

1−βwi
(
gFT

)
.

Alternatively, given the empty network g∅ remains forever if no PTA forms in the current
period, country i’s continuation payoff from the path of networks g∅ → g∅ is Vi (g∅) =

1
1−βwi (g∅).

Like Lake and Yildiz (2016) and Lake (2017), we assume a deterministic protocol where
a single “leader” country (country a) has the first opportunity in each period to propose
a PTA that has not yet formed. Naturally, the leader country must be a member of this
PTA and the associated transition must be feasible (see Table 4.1). The proposed PTA
forms if and only if all “recipient” country (country b and/or c) accept the proposal. If
the leader country does not have a proposal accepted by the follower countries, one of the
follower countries has the opportunity to propose a PTA. The proposal ability of the fol-
lower countries distinguishes our protocol from Aghion et al. (2007) where only the leader
country can make proposals and hence, for example, the two follower countries could not
form their own FTA as spokes.

Formally, Stages 1-2 describe the protocol in every period:

Stage 1(a). Country a has the opportunity to propose a PTA. If the PTA forms then the period
ends. If the recipient country rejects the proposal then the game moves to Stage
1(b). If country a proposes CU expansion to countries b and c global free trade, or
country a makes no proposal, then the game moves to Stage 2.4

4Note that, as specified in Table 4.1, FTA proposals involve a single recipient country. In particular,
expansion from gFTAij to gFT proceeds via a hub-spoke network gHi or gHj . However, also as specified in
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Stage 1(b). Country a has the opportunity to propose a PTA with the country who did not reject
its proposal in Stage 1(a). If the PTA forms then the period ends. Otherwise, the
game moves to Stage 2.

Stage 2. Country b has the opportunity to propose a PTA. No matter what happens here, the
period ends.

As described earlier, this protocol implies that the network remains unchanged upon
the attainment of global free trade or when no agreement forms in a period. Thus, the
network remains unchanged from at most the third period onwards.

We consider an “FTA game” where countries can only propose FTAs and a “CU game”
where countries can only propose CUs. Having received a proposal ρi(g) from country i,
each recipient country j (i.e., a country of the proposed agreement) announces a response
rj (g, ρi (g)) ∈ {Y,N} where Y (N) denotes the acceptance (rejection) of the proposal by
country j.

For each subgame at a network g, the Markov strategy of each country i must do two
things: (i) specify a proposal ρi(g) ∈ Pi(g) for the stage(s) where it is the proposer and
(ii) assign a response ri (g, ρj (g)) ∈ {Y,N} to any proposal it may receive from some other
country j. We solve for a type of pure strategy Markov perfect equilibrium. Specifically,
using backward induction, we solve for a pure strategy subgame perfect equilibrium where
the proposal by the proposer and the response by the respondent in the current period
only depend on history via the network in place at the end of the previous period.5

Next, we use backward induction to solve for the equilibrium path of each PTA net-
works. Section 4.2 analyses the “FTA game” where countries can only form FTAs and
Section 4.3 analyses the “CU game” where countries can only form CUs. Finally, Section
4.4 concludes.

4.2 Equilibrium path of networks: FTA game

In this section, we analyze the “FTA game” where countries can only form FTAs to help
isolate the driving forces behind FTA formation. The “FTA game” set of proposals is
specified in Table 4.2.

Naturally, FTA formation incentives drive the equilibrium network of FTAs. In our
model, these incentives include both the myopic incentives that depend on comparisons of
one period payoffs across different FTA networks and the farsighted incentives that depend

Table 4.1, by definition, CU expansion from gCUij proceeds directly to gFT and hence involves two recipient
countries.

5We make two assumptions that conveniently restrict attention to certain Markov Perfect Equilibria.
Given the simultaneity of responses to a proposal for CU expansion to include the CU outsider, we assume
recipient country accept such proposals if it prefers global free trade over the status quo: rk

(
gCUij , ijkCU

)
=

Y if and only if wk
(
gFT

)
> wk

(
gCUij

)
. When a response rj (g, ρi (g)) = N merely delays formation of the

PTA to a later stage of the same period, we assume the recipient country responds with rj (g, ρi (g)) = Y .
An arbitrarily small cost of making a proposal motivates this assumption.
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Pi (g) Pj (g) Pk (g)

g∅
{
φ, ijFTA, ikFTA

} {
φ, ijFTA, jkFTA

} {
φ, ikFTA, jkFTA

}

gFTAij

{
φ, ikFTA

} {
φ, jkFTA

} {
φ, ikFTA, jkFTA

}

gHi {φ}
{
φ, jkFTA

} {
φ, jkFTA

}

gFT {φ} {φ} {φ}

Table 4.2: Proposer country’s action space for each subgame in FTA game

on comparisons of continuation payoffs across different paths of FTA networks. We now
discuss the key myopic and farsighted incentives in turn.

4.2.1 FTA formation incentives

4.2.1.1 Myopic incentives

Lemma 4.1 describes the myopic incentives driving the equilibrium path of networks under
the FTA formation game. For notational convenience, we let ∆wi(g

′− g) ≡ wi (g
′)−wi (g)

and also let g + ijFTA denote the network that results when an FTA between countries i
and j is added to network g.

Lemma 4.1 (i) ∆wi(g
′ − g) > 0 for g′ = g + ijFTA and g 6= gFTAjk .

(ii) ∆wi(g
H
j − gFTAjk ) > 0 if and only if τ < τ̄FTAOUT where τ̄FTAOUT ∈

(
tf , tφ

)

(iii) ∆wi(g
FTA
ij − gFTAjk ) > 0 for τ < τ̃ where τ̃ ∈

(
τ̄FTAOUT , t

φ
)
.

Part (i) governs the attractiveness of bilateral FTAs. Intuitively, the exchange of pref-
erential market access makes bilateral FTA formation myopically attractive. Two particu-
larly important instances are that an FTA insider benefits from becoming the hub via an
FTA with the FTA outsider, ∆wi(g

H
i − gFTAij ) > 0, and that spokes benefit from forming

the final FTA that yields global free trade, ∆wi(g
H
i − gFTAij ) > 0. However, part (i) allows

an exception. Specifically, despite the discrimination faced as an FTA outsider, the FTA
outsider benefits from tariff complementarity which lowers the external tariffs faced when
exporting to the FTA insiders. Thus, an FTA outsider might not benefit from a bilateral
FTA.

Parts (ii)-(iii) describe the FTA outsider’s “free riding” incentives. When the tariff
binding does not bind the FTA outsider, i.e. τ > tφ, the FTA outsider benefits from the
tariff complementarity practised by FTA insiders and from imposing its optimal tariff on
both FTA insiders. Indeed, these benefits are large enough that a country prefers being
an FTA outsider than an FTA insider. However, the tariff binding constrains this ability
to impose optimal tariffs on the FTA insiders once τ < tφ. Once the tariff binding falls
below τ̃ , part (iii) says a country prefers being an FTA insider over an FTA outsider. But,
as long as the tariff binding does not bind too tightly, i.e. τ > τ̄FTAOUT , part (ii) says the
FTA outsider still prefers remaining an FTA outsider over becoming a spoke. Here, we say
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the FTA outsider has a myopic free riding incentive. Once the tariff binding is sufficiently
tight, τ < τ̄FTAOUT , this myopic free riding incentive disappears.

We now move on to discuss the farsighted incentives that drive FTA formation.

4.2.1.2 Farsighted incentives

Lemma 4.2 describes the farsighted incentives that drive the equilibrium path of networks.

Lemma 4.2 (i) ∆wi(g
FT − gFTAjk ) > 0.

(ii) ∆wi(g
FT
i − gFTAij ) > 0 if and only if τ > τ̄FTAIN where τ̄FTAIN ∈

(
tf , tφ

)
.

(iii) ∆wi
(
gHi − gFT

)
> 0.

Part (i) addresses the possibility of a farsighted free riding incentive for the FTA out-
sider. However, it says that an FTA outsider always benefits from global free trade via
eliminating the discrimination faced in both FTA insider markets. That is, from a far-
sighted perspective, an FTA outsider has an incentive to participate in FTA expansion
that yields global free trade. Thus, an FTA outsider does not hold a farsighted free riding
incentive. Later, the tension between the myopic free riding incentive and the absence of
a farsighted free riding incentive determines whether the FTA outsider has a dynamic free
riding incentive.

Lemma 4.1 described how an FTA insider myopically benefits from becoming the hub.
However, Lemma 4.1 also described how spokes have a myopic incentive to form the final
FTA leading to global free trade. Thus, from a farsighted perspective, an FTA insider
understands that becoming the hub will precipitate global free trade. To this end, Lemma
4.2(ii) addresses the farsighted incentive of whether FTA insiders benefit from permanently
excluding the FTA outsider from susbequent FTA formation that delivers global free trade.
Global free trade benefits the FTA insiders by removing the FTA outsider’s tariff barriers.
This benefit is relatively high with a sufficiently lax tariff binding but relatively low with a
sufficiently tight tariff binding. As such, Lemma 4.2(ii) says FTA insiders have an exclusion
incentive when the tariff binding is sufficiently tight; intuitively, they have already extract
tariff concessions from the FTA outsider without engaging in FTA formation. Later, the
tension between the myopic incentive to become the hub and the farsighted nature of the
exclusion incentive determines whether FTA insiders hold a dynamic exclusion incentive.

Part (iii) represents the “flexibility benefit” of FTAs relative to CUs. As such, its
relevance emerges later when analyzing the PTA game, in Chapter ??, where countries
endogenously choose between FTAs and CUs. Because of the sovereign discretion over
external tariffs, each FTA insider has the flexibility to form its own future FTA and become
the hub. In contrast, CU formation proceeds directly to global free trade. Thus, the
flexibility of FTAs poses a farsighted benefit of FTA formation relative to CU formation.
This FTA flexibility benefit is valuable, i.e. ∆wi

(
gHi − gFT

)
> 0, because spoke-spoke

FTA formation erodes the preferential access enjoyed by the hub country in the spoke
markets.

We now solve the equilibrium path of networks in the FTA game by backward induction.
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4.2.2 Subgames at hub-spoke networks

To begin the backward induction, consider a subgame at a hub-spoke network gHi . The
following lemma follows directly from Lemma 4.1(i).

Lemma 4.3 In the subgame at a hub-spoke network gHi , spoke countries form the final
FTA that leads to global free trade: gHi → gFT .

4.2.3 Subgames at FTA insider-outsider networks

We now roll back to a subgame at an insider-outsider network gFTAij . As discussed above,
tensions between myopic and farsighted FTA formation incentives exist for both the FTA
outsider and FTA insiders. We first explore this tension facing the FTA outsider.

4.2.3.1 Dynamic free riding incentive

A tension between myopic and farsighted incentives for the FTA outsider creates the pos-
sibility of a dynamic free riding incentive. Lemma 4.2(i) said the elimination of discrimi-
nation drives the farsighted incentive of an FTA outsider to participate in FTA expansion
that yields global free trade: ∆wk(g

FT − gFTAij ) > 0. However, Lemma 4.1(ii) said an FTA
outsider has a myopic free riding incentive, and hence a myopic incentive to refuse subse-
quent FTA formation, with a sufficiently lax tariff binding: ∆wk(g

H
i − gFTAij ) < 0 if and

only if τ > τ̄FTAOUT . That is, an FTA outsider does not hold a myopic free riding incentive
when the tariff binding is sufficiently tight because this severely constrains its ability to
impose optimal tariffs on the FTA insiders. In this case, no dynamic free riding incentive
exists because an FTA outsider happily participates in subsequent FTA formation from
myopic and farsighted perspectives.

However, a sufficiently lax tariff binding τ > τ̄FTAOUT generates a myopic free riding
incentive and the possibility of a dynamic free riding incentive. Here, the discount factor
mediates the tension between the FTA outsider’s farsighted incentive to become a spoke
and its myopic free riding incentive. Specifically, the FTA outsider prefers becoming a
spoke rather than remaining a permanent FTA outsider when

wk
(
gHi
)

+
β

1− βwk
(
gFT

)
>

1

1− βwk
(
gFTAij

)
. (4.1)

As one would expect from our above discussion, this can only fail if the FTA outsider holds
a myopic free riding incentive ∆wk(g

FTA
ij − gHi ) > 0. Further, (4.1) reduces to

β > β̄OUT (τ) ≡
[

1 +
∆wk

(
gFT − gFTAij

)

∆wk
(
gFTAij − gHi

)
]−1

(4.2)

which says a sufficiently patient FTA outsider becomes a spoke or, alternatively, a suffi-
ciently myopic FTA outsider refuses subsequent FTA formation. In this latter case, i.e.
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β < β̄OUT (τ), we say the FTA outsider has a dynamic free riding incentive. Moreover, the
extent that the FTA outsider holds a dynamic free riding incentive rises (i.e. β̄OUT (τ) rises)
as the myopic free riding incentive ∆wk

(
gFTAij − gHi

)
increases relative to the farsighted

incentive of becoming a spoke ∆wk
(
gFT − gFTAij

)
.

Figure 4.2 illustrates the dynamic free riding incentive and how it varies with the tariff
binding. An FTA outsider has a dynamic free riding incentive when β < β̄OUT (τ). In
this case, the FTA outsider is sufficiently myopic that the myopic free riding incentive
dominates the farsighted incentive to become a spoke and, hence, the FTA outsider refuses
subsequent FTA formation. In the “no binding region” of τ > tφ, the FTA outsider’s
optimal applied tariff remains unbound and, in turn, stays unchanged. Thus, β̄OUT (τ)
remains constant. However, the FTA outsider’s optimal tariff becomes bound once we
move into the “non-member binding region” where τ < tφ. By reducing the FTA outsider’s
ability to impose optimal tariffs on FTA insiders, the myopic free riding incentive weakens
and the farsighted incentive to become a spoke strengthens. In turn, the dynamic free
riding incentive weakens, i.e. β̄OUT (τ) falls, as the tariff binding continues falling below
tφ. Indeed, the dynamic free riding incentive disappears once the tariff binding falls below
τ̄FTAOUT (i.e. β̄OUT (τ) becomes negative) because the myopic free riding incentive disappears
and, hence, regardless of the discount factor, the FTA outsider becomes a spoke.

τFTA
OUT

1
t f tφ

β̄OUT (.)

τ

β

Figure 4.2: Dynamic free riding incentive

Next, we examine the myopic and farsighted incentives of FTA insiders.
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4.2.3.2 Dynamic exclusion incentive

A tension between myopic and farsighted incentives for FTA insiders creates the possibil-
ity of a dynamic exclusion incentive. Myopically, having sole preferential access in both
spoke markets makes FTA formation with the FTA outsider attractive for an FTA insider:
∆wi(g

H
i − gFTAij ) > 0. However, from a farsighted view, an FTA insider anticipates the

subsequent erosion of this preferential access via the spoke-spoke FTA that precipitates
global free trade. Indeed, Lemma 4.2(ii) said an FTA insider holds an exclusion incentive,
and thus benefits from permanently excluding the FTA outsider from subsequent FTA
formation, with a sufficiently tight tariff binding: ∆wi(g

FTA
ij − gFT ) > 0 if and only if

τ < τ̄FTAIN . That is, an FTA insider does not hold an exclusion incentive when the binding
is sufficiently lax because the relatively high FTA outsider tariffs make FTA formation
with the FTA outsider attractive. In this case, there is no dynamic exclusion incentive be-
cause FTA formation with the FTA outsider is attractive from both myopic and farsighted
perspectives.

However, an FTA insider holds an exclusion incentive with a sufficiently tight tariff
binding (τ < τ̄FTAIN ). Here, by constraining the FTA outsider’s applied tariff, the FTA
insiders extract substantial tariff concessions from the FTA outsider without any reciprocal
concessions to the FTA outsider. In turn, the discount factor mediates the myopic incentive
to become the hub and the farsighted incentive to exclude the FTA outsider. Specifically,
an FTA insider prefers to become the hub rather than remain a permanent FTA insider
when

wi
(
gHi
)

+
β

1− βwi
(
gFT

)
>

1

1− βwi
(
gFTAij

)
. (4.3)

As one would expect from our above discussion, this can only fail if the FTA insider holds
an exclusion incentive ∆wi(g

FTA
ij − gFT ) > 0. Further, (4.3) reduces to

β < β̄IN(τ) ≡
[

1 +
∆wi

(
gFTAij − gFT

)

∆wi
(
gHi − gFTij

)
]−1

. (4.4)

which says a sufficiently myopic FTA insider becomes the hub or, alternatively, a sufficiently
patient FTA insider refuses subsequent FTA formation with the FTA outsider. In this
latter case, i.e. β > β̄IN(τ), we say the FTA insider has a dynamic exclusion incentive.
Moreover, the extent that the FTA insider holds a dynamic exclusion incentive rises (i.e.
β̄IN(τ) falls) as the exclusion incentive ∆wi

(
gFTAij − gFTi

)
increases relative to the myopic

incentive of becoming the hub ∆wi
(
gHi − gFTAij

)
.

Figure 4.3 illustrates the dynamic exclusion incentive and how it varies with the tariff
binding τ . An FTA insider has a dynamic exclusion incentive when β > β̄IN(τ). In this
case, an FTA insider is sufficiently patient that the farsighted nature of the exclusion
incentive dominates the myopic incentive to become the hub and, hence, the FTA insider
refuses subsequent FTA formation with the FTA outsider. Naturally, a pre-requisite for
the dynamic exclusion incentive, i.e. β̄IN(τ) < 1, is that the FTA insider actually holds
an exclusion incentive. As discussed above, this requires sufficiently tight tariff bindings,
∆wi

(
gFTAij − gFT

)
> 0 if and only if τ < τ̄FTAIN , so that the FTA insider extracts substantial
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tariff concessions from the FTA outsider without engaging in FTA formation with the FTA
outsider. As Figure 4.3 shows, the dynamic exclusion continues strengthening, i.e. β̄IN(τ)
falls, as the tariff binding falls through FTA binding region τ < τ̄FTAIN .

τFTA
IN

1
t f tφ

β̄ IN
(.)

τ

β

Figure 4.3: Dynamic exclusion incentive

The dynamic free riding incentive faced by the FTA outsider and the dynamic ex-
clusion incentive faced by the FTA insiders interact in determining whether subsequent
FTA formation takes place. Put simply, subsequent FTA formation takes place between
an FTA insider and the FTA outsider if and only if the FTA outsider does not hold a
dynamic free riding incentive and the FTA insiders do not hold a dynamic exclusion in-
centive. Otherwise, the FTA outsider exploits its dynamic free riding incentive and free
rides on FTA formation by the FTA insiders or the FTA insiders exploit their dynamic
exclusion incentive and exclude the FTA outsider from subsequent FTA formation. Lemma
4.4 summarizes these findings.

Lemma 4.4 Consider a subgame at an FTA insider-outsider network gFTAij where country
i proposes before country j. Then, the equilibrium outcome in the subgame is

(i) An FTA between the outsider and an insider (i.e. gFTAij → gHi ) if β ∈
(
β̄IN (τ) , β̄OUT (τ)

)

(ii) No FTA (i.e. gFTAij → gFTAij ) if β /∈
(
β̄IN (τ) , β̄OUT (τ)

)
.
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4.2.4 Subgame at empty network

Rolling back to the subgame at the empty network g∅ and solving the equilibrium outcome
in this subgame reveals the equilibrium path of networks. The key intuition revolves around
the dynamic free riding incentive of the FTA outsider and the dynamic exclusion incentive
of FTA insiders, and how these vary with the tariff binding. However, the equilibrium path
of networks also relies on two additional dynamic properties summarized by Lemma 4.5.

Lemma 4.5 (i) Vz
(
gFTAij

)
> Vz (g∅) for z = i, j.

(ii) Vi
(
gFTAij

)
> Vi

(
gFTAjk

)
when gFTAij → gHi → gFT and gFTAjk → gHj → gFT .

Part (i) reflects a participation constraint for FTA insiders. Given Lemma 4.1(i), these
participation constraints really govern situations where FTA formation expands to global
free trade and say that the associated continuation payoffs for an FTA insider exceeds
their continuation payoff in a world without PTAs. Given the benefit of being the hub, the
tightest participation constraint is for the FTA insider-turned-spoke and says they prefer
being an insider-turned-spoke on the path to global free trade over the world without any
PTAs.

Given the benefits of tariff complementarity for an FTA outsider, a country may my-
opically prefer being an FTA insider over an FTA outsider. Nevertheless, part (ii) says
that, when FTA formation expands to global free trade, a country’s continuation payoff as
an FTA insider-turned-hub exceeds that as an FTA outsider-turned-spoke. Intuitively, if
a country participates in FTA expansion to global free trade as an FTA outsider then the
myopic free riding incentive is sufficiently weak that the benefit of being the hub ensures
it prefers being the FTA insider-turned-hub over the FTA outsider-turned-spoke.6

Proposition 4.1 now summarizes the equilibrium path of networks.

Proposition 4.1 The equilibrium path of networks in the FTA game is

(i) g∅ → gFTAac → gHa → gFT when β ∈
(
β̄IN (τ) , β̄OUT (τ)

)
and τ ≥ τ̃

(ii) g∅ → gFTAab → gHa → gFT when β ∈
(
β̄IN (τ) , β̄OUT (τ)

)
and τ < τ̃

(iii) g∅ → gFTAab when β /∈
(
β̄IN (τ) , β̄OUT (τ)

)
.

Proposition 4.1 says the equilibrium path of networks revolves around the dynamic free
riding incentive of an FTA outsider and the dynamic exclusion incentive of an FTA insider.
If neither the FTA outsider holds a dynamic exclusion incentive (i.e. β > β̄OUT (τ)) nor
an FTA insider holds a dynamic exclusion incentive (i.e. β < β̄IN (τ)), the leader country,
country a, becomes the hub on a path of FTAs leading to global free trade. However,

6Note that whether a country prefers being an FTA insider-turned-spoke or an FTA outsider-turned-
spoke on the path to global free trade merely depends on whether a country myopically prefers being
an FTA insider or an FTA outsider. That is, when gFTAij → gHj → gFT and gFTAjk → gHj → gFT then

Vi
(
gFTAij

)
> Vi

(
gFTAjk

)
if and only if ∆wi

(
gFTAij − gFTAjk

)
> 0.
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the leader country is a member of a permanent FTA if either the FTA outsider holds
a dynamic free riding incentive or the FTA insiders hold a dynamic exclusion incentive
(i.e. β /∈

(
β̄IN (τ) , β̄OUT (τ)

)
). Thus, the dynamic free riding incentive and the dynamic

exclusion incentive drive the equilibrium.

One subtlety emerges regarding the equilibrium path of networks. When τ ≥ τ̃ , the
tariff binding is so lax that the myopic free riding incentive is sufficiently strong that
countries myopically prefer being an FTA outsider than an FTA insider. Thus, when
FTA formation expands to global free trade, country b prefers being an FTA outsider-
turned spoke over an FTA insider-turned-spoke. However, if country b were to make an
FTA proposal in stage 2 of the protocol, the attractiveness of being the hub implies it
would propose an FTA with country c and be the FTA insider-turned-hub on the path
to global free trade. This threat implies country b can credibly reject an FTA proposal
from country a (in stage 1a) knowing that such rejection will force country a to propose
FTA formation with country c (in stage 1b) and leave country b as the FTA outsider-
turned-spoke. However, when FTA formation does not expand to global free trade, the
non-economic benefits imply country b proposes FTA formation with country a if it makes
an FTA proposal in stage 2. However, now country b cannot credibly reject an FTA
proposal from country a in stage 1a because it knows it will eventually accept such a
proposal.

Figure 4.4 shows how tariff binding liberalization changes the incentives that con-
strain FTA formation from reaching global free trade. For sufficiently high tariff bindings
τ > τ̄FTAIN , FTA insiders do not hold an exclusion incentive (i.e. ∆wi

(
gFT − gFTAij

)
> 0)

because the relatively high applied tariffs of the FTA outsider create strong incentives for
FTA formation with the FTA outsider. In turn, a dynamic exclusion incentive does not
exist. However, an FTA outsider holds a myopic free riding incentive whereby subsequent
FTA formation is myopically unattractive. The relatively lax tariff bindings (τ > τ̄FTAOUT )
imply the FTA outsider would give relatively large tariff concessions via FTA formation
but receive relatively small concessions due to the tariff complementarity practiced by FTA
insiders. In turn, a sufficiently myopic FTA outsider holds a dynamic free riding incentive
and thus refuses subsequent FTA formation with an FTA insider. Ultimately, with rela-
tively high tariff bindings, the dynamic free riding incentive constrains the attainment of
global free trade.

However, as tariff bindings continually fall, the dynamic free riding incentive eventu-
ally disappears and the dynamic exclusion incentive becomes the force constraining the
attainment of global free trade. Once the tariff binding falls below τ̄FTAOUT , the tariff binding
constrains the FTA outsider such that the tariffs it imposes on the FTA insiders differ
little from those faced by the FTA outsider. This makes the discrimination faced by the
FTA outsider more prominent and eliminates any dynamic free riding incentive. However,
the relatively low tariff binding means the FTA insiders have already extracted substantial
tariff concessions from the FTA outsider and this generates an exclusion incentive for FTA
insiders. In turn, despite the myopic incentive to become the hub, a sufficiently patient
FTA insider holds a dynamic exclusion incentive and thus refuses subsequent FTA forma-
tion with the FTA outsider. Ultimately, with relatively low tariff bindings, the dynamic
exclusion incentive of FTA insiders constrains the attainment of global free trade.
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Figure 4.4: Equilibrium path of networks: FTA game

With an understanding of the forces constraining FTA expansion formation and how
these forces vary with the tariff binding, we now ask how multilateral trade liberalization
through lower tariff bindings impacts the extent of FTA formation. Corollary 4.1 answers
this question.

Corollary 4.1 Consider sufficiently high tariff bindings τ > τ̄FTAIN . Then:

(i) When global free trade is not attained for τ > τ̄FTAIN , multilateral tariff binding liber-
alization facilitates FTA formation in achieving global free trade.

(ii) When global free trade is attained for τ > τ̄FTAIN , multilateral tariff binding liberaliza-
tion never facilitates but can impede FTA formation in achieving global free trade.

Corollary 4.1 highlights the fundamental importance of multilateral tariff binding liber-
alization for the prospect of FTA expansion leading to global free trade. With sufficiently
high tariff bindings, the dynamic free riding incentive constrains the attainment of global
free trade. In particular, when global free trade is not attained for τ > τ̄FTAIN then countries
are sufficiently myopic, β < β̄OUT

(
tφ
)
, that the myopic free riding incentive can generate

the dynamic free riding incentive. Specifically, for any tariff binding τ > τ̄FTAIN , the FTA
outsider has a dynamic free riding incentive when β < β̄OUT (τ) and this prevents FTA
expansion to global free trade. Nevertheless, tariff binding liberalization weakens the dy-
namic free riding incentive by constraining the FTA outsider’s ability to impose tariffs on
the FTA insiders. Formally, this raises the extent that global free trade is attained by
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Pi (g) Pj (g) Pk (g)

g∅
{
φ, ijCU , ikCU

} {
φ, ijCU , jkCU

} {
φ, ikCU , jkCU

}

gCUij
{
φ, ijkFTA

} {
φ, ijkCU

} {
φ, ijkCU

}

gFT {φ} {φ} {φ}

Table 4.3: Proposer country’s action space for each subgame in CU game

reducing β̄OUT (τ) and implies that multilateral tariff binding liberalization complements
FTA formation in attaining global free trade.

Conversely, the dynamic exclusion incentive constrains global free trade with sufficiently
low tariff bindings and further multilateral tariff binding liberalization further constrains
the attainment of global free trade. In particular, when global free trade is attained
for τ > τ̄FTAIN then countries are sufficiently patient β > β̄OUT (τ) and do not hold a
dynamic exclusion incentive nor a dynamic free riding incentive. However, for any tariff
binding τ < τ̄FTAIN , the FTA insiders have a dynamic exclusion incentive when they are
sufficiently patient, β > β̄IN (τ), and this prevents FTA expansion to global free trade.
Moreover, further liberalization only increases the magnitude of tariff concessions that FTA
insiders extract from the FTA outsider without having to form FTAs with the outsider.
This strengthens the dynamic exclusion incentive. Formally, multilateral tariff binding
liberalization reduces the extent that global free trade is attained by reducing β̄IN (τ) and
implies that multilateral tariff binding liberalization impedes FTA formation in achieving
global free trade.7

4.3 Equilibrium path of networks: CU game

In this section, we analyze the “CU game” where countries can only form CUs. Analogous
to our “FTA game” proposals in Table 4.2, Table 4.3 displays the set of proposals of our
“CU game”.

The different tariff setting behavior of FTA insiders versus CU insiders fundamentally
impacts the ability of PTA members to form subsequent PTAs. Specifically, because
CU insiders impose a common external tariffs on non-members, they cannot individually
form their own subsequent PTA. Rather, CU insiders can only engage in subsequent PTA
formation jointly with, and with the consent of, its CU insider partner. When Section
?? analyzes the “PTA game” where countries can form FTAs or CUs, this has important
implications on PTA formation incentives for members and non-members.

4.3.1 CU formation incentives

Unlike FTA formation, CU formation does not generate a tension between myopic and far-
sighted incentives because CU expansion must move directly from the CU insider-outsider

7When β lies in the intermediate range β ∈
(
β̄OUT

(
τ = tφ

)
, β̄IN (τ = 0)

)
, Figure 4.4 shows that tariff

binding liberalization neither facilitates nor impedes FTA formation in achieving global free trade.
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network to global free trade and CU insiders have veto power over such CU expansion.
Lemma 4.6 describes the myopic incentives driving the equilibrium path of networks.

Lemma 4.6 (i) ∆wi(g
CU
ij − g∅) > 0 but ∆wk(g

CU
ij − g∅) < 0

(ii) ∆wk(g
FT − gCUij ) > 0 for all τ but ∆wi(g

FT − gCUij ) > 0 if and only if τ > τ̄CUIN where

τ̄CUIN ∈
(
tu, tphi

)
.

(iii) ∆wi(g
CU
ij − gFTAij ) > 0 for τ > tf .

Part (i) governs the impact of CU formation on CU insiders and the CU outsider.
First, CU insiders benefit which is not surprising given that FTA insiders benefit from
FTA formation and the coordination of external tariffs allows CU insiders to internalize
the negative intra-PTA externality of tariff complementarity. Second, unlike the outsider
who could benefit from FTA formation, the CU outsider always suffers from CU formation.
While CU insiders may practice tariff complementarity, they also internalize the negative
intra-PTA externality of tariff complementarity. In turn, the discrimination faced by the
CU outsider always dominates any tariff complementarity benefit.

Part (ii) governs the incentives of CU insiders and the CU outsider for CU expansion to
global free trade. First, the CU outsider always benefits from such expansion. This is not
surprising given that the FTA outsider always benefited from simultaneously eliminating
the discrimination faced in both FTA insider markets and that the CU outsider faces a
greater degree of discrimination than the FTA outsider. Thus, the CU outsider does not
hold any type of free riding incentive. Second, similar to FTA insiders, CU insiders have
an incentive to exclude the CU outsider from global free trade under sufficiently tight tariff
bindings: ∆wi

(
gFT − gCUij

)
< 0 when τ < τ̄CUIN . Indeed, given CU insiders internalize the

negative intra-PTA externality of tariff complementarity, this CU exclusion incentive is
stronger than the FTA exclusion incentive so that τ̄FTAIN < τ̄CUIN .

Part (iii) captures an important incentive for the PTA game in Section ??. Unlike
FTA insiders, CU insiders internalize the negative intra-PTA externality of tariff comple-
mentarity through coordinating their external tariffs. Thus, part (iii) describes the myopic
coordination benefit of CU formation. Naturally, this benefit disappears in the “FTA bind-
ing region” of τ ≤ tf because FTA and CU insiders levy the same tariff given both are
bound by the tariff binding.

Ultimately, the fact that CU expansion proceeds directly from the CU insider-outsider
network to global free trade, unlike FTA formation which proceeded through the hub-
spoke network, implies there is no tension between myopic and farsighted CU formation
incentives. Moreover, given the CU outsider always benefits from CU expansion to global
free trade, the CU exclusion incentive of CU insiders is the incentive that constrains the
attainment of global free trade. Thus, CU expansion takes place if and only if CU insiders
do not hold an exclusion incentive with the leader country always proposing CU formation
and being a CU insider. Proposition 4.2 summarizes this result and Figure 4.5 illustrates.

Proposition 4.2 The equilibrium path of networks in the CU game is
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(i) g∅ −→ gCUab −→ gFT when τ > τ̄CUIN
(ii) g∅ → gCUab when τ < τ̄CUIN .

τCU
IN

1

∅ −→ gCU
ab ∅ −→ gCU

ab −→ gFT

τ

β

Figure 4.5: Equilibrium path of networks: CU game
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4.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we investigate the impact of multilateral tariff binding liberalization on
the Markov perfect equilibrium of Free Trade Agreement (FTA) and Customs Union (CU)
formation in an isolated fashion. Under relatively high tariff bindings, multilateral tar-
iff binding liberalization can facilitate or impede whether FTA expansion reaches global
free trade. With relatively high tariff bindings, the intuition revolves around the FTA
non-member’s dynamic free riding incentive. Here, the FTA non-member weighs a myopic
incentive to free ride on the tariff complementarity of FTA members against a farsighted
incentive to reach global free trade which eliminates the discrimination practiced by FTA
members. When the myopic free riding incentive dominates, continual tariff binding lib-
eralization facilitates FTA expansion to global free trade by constraining the FTA non-
members’ tariffs on FTA members and, thus, eventually eliminating the myopic free riding
incentive. However, when the farsighted incentive for global free trade dominates, contin-
ual tariff binding liberalization impedes FTA expansion to global free trade by effectively
increasing the FTA non-members’ concessions to FTA members and eventually creating an
incentive for FTA members to exclude the non-member from subsequent FTA expansion.
Ultimately, tariff binding liberalization crucially impacts the incentives governing whether
FTA expansion reaches global free trade.

Unlike our “FTA game” which features tensions between myopic and farsighted incen-
tives, our “CU game” is much simpler. Two observations are important: (i) CU expansion
must move directly from the CU insider-outsider network to global free trade and (ii) CU
insiders have veto power over such CU expansion. While the CU non-member always
benefits from CU expansion to global free trade, CU insiders want to exclude the CU
non-member from such expansion when the tariff binding is relatively low. As for FTA
insiders, a relatively low tariff binding implies the CU members have extracted substantial
tariff concessions from the CU non-member without giving concessions to the CU non-
member via CU expansion. Thus, CU formation proceeds to global free trade only for
relatively high tariff bindings.
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Chapter 5
Dynamic equilibrium with the
endogenous choice between Free Trade
Agreements and Customs Union

In this chapter, we tackle another key question of this dissertation: whether a given type of
PTA (i.e., FTAs or CUs) improves or hurts the prospects of global free trade relative to the
outcome if this type of PTA was banned? To this end, we analyse our “PTA game” where
countries can choose between FTA and CU formation and we introduce the terminology
of a “PTA stumbling bloc” and a “PTA building bloc”. We say that CUs (FTAs) are a
“PTA stumbling bloc” if CU (FTA) formation emerges in equilibrium and does not lead to
global free trade yet FTA (CU) formation would lead to global free trade in the absence of
CUs (FTAs). Similarly, we say that CUs (FTAs) are a “PTA building bloc” if CU (FTA)
formation emerges in equilibrium and leads to global free trade yet FTA (CU) formation
would not lead to global free trade in the absence of CUs (FTAs).

Whether FTAs or CUs emerge in equilibrium revolves around a dynamic trade off. On
one hand, CU formation confers coordination benefits on CU members. From a myopic
perspective, CU members benefit from coordination of their external tariffs internalizing the
negative intra-PTA externality of tariff complementarity. From a farsighted perspective,
CU members benefit from the implication that coordination of their external tariffs confers
veto power on each CU member regarding subsequent CU expansion to global free trade.
This veto power is valuable in the presence of a CU exclusion incentive because, in contrast,
each FTA member can form their own subsequent FTA with the FTA non-member and
thus precipitate FTA expansion to global free trade. On the other hand, the ability of
each FTA member to form their own subsequent FTA with the non-member confers an
FTA flexibility benefit on FTA members. This FTA flexibility benefit is valuable because
it allows a member of an initial FTA to then become the “hub” and have sole preferential
access with the other two “spoke” countries.

Ultimately, FTAs and CUs play very different roles in helping or hurting the prospects
for global free trade. On one hand, FTAs can be PTA building blocs but never PTA
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stumbling blocs. That is, when FTA formation emerges in equilibrium then (i) it can lead
to global free trade when CU formation would not but (ii) if it does not lead to global free
trade then neither does CU formation. On the other hand, CUs can be PTA stumbling
blocs but never PTA building blocs. That is, when CU formation emerges in equilibrium
then (i) there are conditions where CU expansion will not, but FTA expansion will, lead
to global free trade and (ii) when CU formation leads to global free trade then so does
FTA formation. In particular, this PTA building bloc role of FTAs and PTA stumbling
bloc role of CUs emerges for an intermediate degree of tariff bindings. This suggests that
the asymmetric impact of FTAs versus CUs may have become more prevalent with the
phase in of Uruguay Round multilateral tariff binding liberalization and plurilateral tariff
binding agreements like the Information Technology Agreement.

Surprisingly few papers have addressed the impact of multilateral tariff liberalization on
the extent of PTA formation (Freund et al. (2010)). Ethier (1998) argues PTA formation
is a benign consequence of multilateralism whereby countries left out of earlier rounds of
multilateral tariff liberalization utilize PTA formation. In a repeated game setting, Freund
(2000) shows how multilateral tariff liberalization can make an FTA “self-enforcing”. Like
our paper, in Chapter 4 we find that tariff binding liberalization weakens the free riding
incentive of FTA non-members. Because of this, like Freund (2000), multilateral tariff
liberalization facilitates FTA expansion. In contrast to these positive views regarding
multilateral tariff liberalization, Lake et al. (2017) show how endogenous determination
of multilateral tariff bindings generates an FTA exclusion that otherwise would not exist.
Like our paper, relatively tight multilateral tariff bindings deliver tariff concessions from
FTA non-members to FTA members without FTA members needing to form FTAs with
non-members. Ultimately, multilateralism acts as a stumbling bloc to global free trade for
Lake et al. (2017).

5.1 FTA Flexibility benefit

As stated before, the central difference between an FTA and a CU is that members of a CU
impose common external tariffs on non-members whereas FTA members adopt individually
optimal tariffs. This different tariff setting behaviour has an important implication for
subsequent PTA formation: while an FTA member can freely form additional FTAs with
non-member countries without the consent of existing FTA partners, CU members must
form additional CUs together and any initial CU member has veto power. That is, unlike
CU members who must jointly form a subsequent PTA with the CU outsider, FTA members
have the flexibility to form their own individual FTAs with the FTA outsider.

The flexibility of FTAs confers an FTA flexibility benefit on FTA insiders. Unlike CU
insiders who lose preferential access with each other upon CU expansion to global free
trade, an FTA insider enjoys sole preferential access to both spoke markets upon becoming
the hub via FTA expansion. Formally, Lemma 4.1(v) captured this FTA flexibility benefit
as wi

(
gHi − gFT

)
> 0. That is, the FTA flexibility benefit for an FTA insider captures the

higher payoff from becoming the hub via subsequent FTA formation relative to subsequent
CU formation which must proceed directly to global free trade.
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5.2 Myopic and farsighted CU coordination benefits

Unlike FTA members who retain sovereign discretion over their external tariffs, CU insiders
coordinate their external tariffs and this coordination generates myopic and farsighted co-
ordination benefits. Myopically, coordination of external tariffs allows internalization of the
negative intra-PTA externality posed by tariff complementarity. As long as the tariff bind-
ing lies above the “FTA binding” region, i.e. τ > tf , the tariff binding does not completely
eliminate the CU insiders’ ability to internalize this externality: wi

(
gCUij − gFTAij

)
> 0 if

τ > tf .

Moreover, the fact that CU expansion requires joint approval of CU insiders, due to
the requirement of common external tariff, can generate a farsighted CU coordination
benefit. Specifically, while each CU insider can veto CU expansion to global free trade,
each FTA insider can precipitate global free trade by exploiting the FTA flexibility benefit
to become the hub on the path to global free trade. Thus, wi

(
gCUij − gFT

)
> 0 not only

represents the CU exclusion incentive but and also the farsighted coordination benefit of
CU formation in that PTA insiders can form CUs and, due to external tariff coordination,
ensure PTA expansion does not take place. As discussed above, CU insiders hold a CU
exclusion incentive, and hence CU formation has a farsighted coordination benefit, when
the tariff binding is sufficiently tight, τ < τ̄CUIN .

5.3 Trade-off between FTA flexibility benefit and CU

coordination benefits

The trade off between the FTA flexibility benefit and CU coordination benefits generates
a dynamic trade off. Further, the exact nature of the trade-off depends on whether CU
insiders hold an exclusion incentive.

In general, country i prefers being an FTA insider and then the hub on the path to
global free trade over being a CU insider when

Vi
(
gFTAij

)
= wi

(
gFTAij

)
+ βwi

(
gHi
)

+
β2

1− βwi
(
gFT

)
> Vi

(
gCUij

)
. (5.1)

When CU insiders do not hold a CU exclusion incentive, and hence there is no farsighted
CU coordination benefit, CU formation expands to global free trade. Then, Vi

(
gCUij

)
=

wi
(
gCUij

)
+ β

1−βwi
(
gFT

)
and we can rewrite (5.1) as

β
[
wi
(
gHi
)
− wi

(
gFT

)]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

FTA flexibility benefit

>
[
wi
(
gCUij

)
− wi

(
gFTAij

)]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
myopic CU coordination benefit

. (5.2)

That is, a country prefers being an FTA insider and then the hub on the path to global
free trade over a CU insider on the path to global free trade if and only if the discounted
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FTA flexibility benefit dominates the myopic CU coordination benefit. In terms of the
threshold discount factor, (5.4) reduces to

β > βFlex (τ) ≡ wi
(
gCUij − gFTAij

)

wi (gHi − gFT )
(5.3)

where β
Flex

(τ) measures the size of the myopic CU coordination benefit relative to
the FTA flexibility benefit. As the FTA flexibility benefit grows relative to myopic CU
coordination benefit then β

Flex
(τ) falls and, thus, the extent of FTA formation expands.

However, when CU insiders hold a CU exclusion incentive, i.e. τ < τ̄CUIN , they hold a
farsighted CU coordination benefit and this modifies the flexibility-coordination trade off.
Given CU insiders exclude the CU outsider from CU expansion, Vi

(
gCUij

)
= 1

1−βwi
(
gCUij

)

and we can rewrite (5.1) as

β
[
wi
(
gHi
)
− wi

(
gFT

)]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

FTA flexibility benefit

>
[
wi
(
gCUij

)
− wi

(
gFTAij

)]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
myopic CU coordination benefit

+
β

1− β
[
wi
(
gCUij

)
− wi

(
gFT

)]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

farsighted CU coordination benefit

. (5.4)

That is, a country prefers being an FTA insider and then the hub on the path to
global free trade over a permanent CU insider if and only if the discounted FTA flexibility
benefit dominates the myopic CU coordination benefit and the discounted farsighted CU
coordination benefit. In terms of the threshold discount factor, (5.4) reduces to

β ∈
(
βFlex (τ) , β̄Flex (τ)

)
. (5.5)

Again, a stronger FTA flexibility relaxes the inequality in (5.4) and expands the extent
of FTA formation while a stronger myopic CU coordination benefit tightens the inequality
in (5.4) and constrains the extent of FTA formation. However, now the farsighted part
of the CU coordination benefit, as captured by the size of the CU exclusion incentive
wi
(
gCUij − gFT

)
> 0, also tightens the inequality in (5.4). Thus, as either the myopic or

farsighted part of the CU coordination benefit become stronger then the extent of FTA
formation falls.

Figure 5.1 illustrates how the trade off between the FTA flexibility benefit and CU co-
ordination benefits change with the tariff binding. In general, the CU coordination benefits
consist of a myopic component, revolving around internalization of tariff complementarity
by CU insiders, and a farsighted component, revolving around a desire by CU insiders
to exclude the CU outsider. However, CU insiders do not hold an exclusion incentive
when the tariff binding exceeds τ̄CUIN . Thus, for τ > τ̄CUIN , the CU coordination benefit is
merely the myopic CU coordination benefit. As described by (5.3), sufficient patience, i.e.
β > β

Flex
(τ), implies the farsighted nature of the FTA flexibility benefit dominates the

myopic CU coordination benefit. Two reasons explain why β
Flex

(τ) remains constant for

τ > τ̄CUIN . First, tf < tu < τ̄CUIN implies a tariff binding above τ̄CUIN does not bind the applied
tariffs of FTA nor CU insiders. Second, while τ̄CUIN < t∅ implies a tariff binding above τ̄CUIN
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could bind the FTA and CU outsider, they have the same optimal applied tariff. Thus,
the myopic CU coordination benefit and the FTA flexibility benefit underlying β

Flex
(τ) in

(5.3) remain constant for tariff bindings above τ̄CUIN .

τCU
IN

1
t f

β̄Flex

βFlexβFlex

βFlex

τ

β

Figure 5.1: Flexibility benefit of FTAs versus coordination benefits of CUs

While only the myopic CU coordination benefit exists when τ > τ̄CUIN , only the far-
sighted CU coordination benefit exists once τ ≤ tf . Here, the tariff binding binds FTA
and CU insiders and outsiders and, hence, eliminates the myopic CU coordination benefit:
∆wi

(
gCUij − gFTAij

)
= 0. Moreover, β ∈

(
βFlex (τ) , β̄Flex (τ)

)
reduces to β < β̄Flex (τ) =

β̄IN (τ) (see (4.4)). Nevertheless, the relatively strict tariff binding generates the CU ex-
clusion incentive ∆wi

(
gCUij − gFT

)
> 0. In turn, the farsighted CU coordination benefit

emerges whereby, unlike FTA insiders who can precipitate global free trade by exploit-
ing the FTA flexibility benefit and becoming the hub, CU formation carries veto power
over subsequent CU expansion. Now β̄Flex (τ) balances the FTA flexibility benefit and
farsighted CU coordination benefit with a sufficiently patient country preferring CU for-
mation. Moreover, further tariff binding liberalization weakens the FTA flexibility benefit
by shrinking the preference margin and thus farsighted coordination benefit becomes more
pronounced relative to the flexibility benefit. In turn, tariff binding liberalization makes
CU formation more attractive by shrinking β̄Flex (τ).

In the bullet shaped regions, where bindings lie just above tf or just below τ̄CUIN , both
the myopic and farsighted CU coordination benefits exist. Thus, sufficiently patient and
sufficiently myopic countries prefer CU formation over being the FTA insider and then the
hub on the path to global free trade. As τ falls just below τ̄CUIN , the myopic CU coordination
and FTA flexibility benefits remain constant because the tariff binding does not yet bind
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the tariffs of PTA insiders nor spokes. However, the CU exclusion incentive strengthens
because the tariff binding now binds the CU outsider and hence delivers concessions to
CU insiders. This stronger farsighted CU coordination benefit increases the attractiveness
of CU formation and, indeed, countries eventually prefer CU formation regardless of the
discount factor. Once τ ∈

(
tf , tu

)
, the FTA flexibility remains constant but the myopic

CU coordination benefit weakens because the tariff binding now binds CU insiders. As τ
nears tf , FTA formation again becomes attractive for an intermediate range of the discount
factor and becomes more attractive as the farsighted coordination benefit starts weakening
since the tariff binding binds CU insiders and myopic CU coordination benefit continues
weakening and eventually disappears.

With an understanding of the trade off between the FTA flexibility benefit and CU co-
ordination benefits in place, Proposition 5.1 characterizes the equilibrium path of networks
when countries endogenously choose between FTAs and CUs. Here, we let β

Flex
(τ) ≡ 0

when the myopic CU coordination benefit disappears (i.e. τ < tf ) and, similarly, we let
β̄Flex (τ) ≡ 1 when the CU exclusion incentive disappears (i.e. τ > τ̄CUIN ).

Proposition 5.1 In equilibrium, FTA formation emerges when β > β̄OUT (τ) and β ∈(
β
Flex

(τ) , β̄Flex (τ)
)

but CU formation emerges otherwise. When FTA formation emerges

in equilibrium, the equilibrium path of networks is g∅ → gFTAab → gHa → gFT if τ < τ̃ but
g∅ → gFTAac → gHa → gFT if τ ≥ τ̃ . When CU formation emerges in equilibrium, the
equilibrium path of networks is g∅ → gCUab → gFT if τ > τ̄CUIN but g∅ → gCUab if τ ≤ τ̄CUIN .

Figure 5.2 illustrates Proposition 5.1. From our above discussion, one may have ex-

pected that FTA formation would emerge in equilibrium if and only if β ∈
(
β
Flex

(τ) , β̄Flex (τ)
)

.

However, the trade off underlying this logic presumes FTA formation leads to global free
trade. In contrast, Section 4.2 showed this only happens if the FTA outsider does not
hold a dynamic free riding incentive and FTA insiders do not hold a dynamic exclusion
incentive. On one hand, the myopic CU coordination benefit implies an FTA insider can-
not simultaneously hold a dynamic exclusion incentive and prefer FTA formation over CU
formation (i.e. β̄Flex (τ) ≤ β̄IN (τ)). On the other hand, the FTA outsider may hold a
dynamic free riding incentive when an FTA insider prefers FTA formation over than CU
formation; indeed, β

Flex
(τ) < β̄OUT (τ) obtains when τ > τ̄CUIN . Thus, the equilibrium

emergence of FTA formation requires not only that the FTA flexibility dominate the CU
coordination benefits but also that the FTA outsider does not hold a dynamic free riding
incentive. In this case, FTA expansion reaches global free trade.

When FTA formation does not emerge in equilibrium, either because PTA insiders see
the CU coordination benefits as dominating the FTA flexibility benefit or because the FTA
outsider has a dynamic free riding incentive, PTA insiders form a CU to exploit the CU
coordination benefits. If the tariff binding exceeds τ̄CUIN then CU insiders do not hold a CU
exclusion incentive and the CU coordination benefit consists entirely of the myopic CU
coordination benefit stemming from the internalization of tariff complementarity. In this
case, CU formation expands to global free trade. However, if the tariff binding falls below
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Figure 5.2: Equilibrium path of networks: PTA game

τ̄CUIN then CU insiders hold a CU exclusion incentive and exclude the CU outsider from CU
expansion to global free trade. Thus, the CU insiders remain permanent CU insiders.

Typically, the PTA literature has viewed the building bloc-stumbling bloc issue as a
comparison between PTA formation and multilateral liberalization in terms of whether
PTA formation improves or hurts the prospects of global free trade relative to the outcome
under multilateral liberalization. However, in practice, multilateral liberalization happens
in the short bursts in the background whether it be through various global rounds of
negotiations or plurilateral agreements such as the Information Technology Agreement. In
contrast, countries are continuously forming PTAs on the surface of the global trade policy
landscape and, in doing so, choosing whether to form FTAs or CUs. Thus, an alternative
view of the building bloc-stumbling bloc issue, and perhaps a more informative view, would
compare the different types of PTAs in terms of whether a given type of PTA improve the
prospects of global free trade relative to the outcome if this type of PTA was banned.

To this end, we introduce the terminology of a “PTA stumbling bloc” and a “PTA
building bloc”. We say that CUs (FTAs) are a “PTA stumbling bloc” if CU (FTA) forma-
tion emerges in equilibrium and does not lead to global free trade yet FTA (CU) formation
would lead to global free trade in the absence of CUs (FTAs). Similarly, we say that FTAs
(CUs) are a “PTA building bloc” if FTA (CU) formation emerges in equilibrium and leads
to global free trade yet CU (FTA) formation would not lead to global free trade in the
absence of FTAs (CUs). A comparison of Proposition 5.1 with Propositions 4.1-4.2 reveals
the following result.
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Corollary 5.1 When the tariff binding lies in an intermediate range τ ∈
(
tf , τ̄CUIN

)
:

(i) CUs can be a PTA stumbling bloc but not a PTA building bloc

(ii) FTAs can be a PTA building bloc but not a PTA stumbling bloc.

When the tariff binding is sufficiently high, τ > τ̄CUIN , neither type of PTA is a PTA
building bloc or PTA stumbling bloc because both types of PTA lead to global free trade
whether they emerge in equilibrium or not. However, CU formation does not expand to
global free trade once τ < τ̄CUIN (and hence, CUs can never be a PTA building bloc).
Nevertheless, FTA formation still expands to global free trade as long as FTA insiders do
not hold a dynamic exclusion incentive (i.e. β < β̄IN (τ)) and the FTA outsider does not
hold a dynamic free riding incentive (i.e. β > β̄OUT (τ)). In this case, CU formation still
emerges in equilibrium when the CU coordination benefits dominate the FTA flexibility
benefit and, in turn, CUs are PTA stumbling blocs. In contrast, when the FTA flexibility
benefit dominates the CU coordination benefits, FTA formation emerges in equilibrium
and leads to global free trade even though CU formation would stop short of global free
trade. That is, FTAs are PTA building blocs. Finally, noting that the emergence of
FTA formation in equilibrium always leads to global free trade, FTAs can never be PTA
stumbling blocs. Ultimately, CUs and FTAs play very different roles in terms of the
possibility that PTA liberalization reaches global free trade.

5.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we inquire the impact of multilateral tariff binding liberalization on the
endogenous choice of preferential trade agreement (PTA) formation. In practice, PTA
formation involves countries endogenously choosing whether to form FTAs or CUs. With
relatively high tariff bindings, global free trade always emerges in equilibrium whether it
be through FTA or CU formation. However, outside these relatively high tariff bindings,
CU members want to exclude the CU non-member from CU expansion to global free
trade because the tariff bindings effectively force the CU non-member to grant substantial
tariff concessions to CU members. Indeed, the equilibrium emergence of CUs can prevent
(cannot facilitate) global free trade that would otherwise occur (not occur) through FTAs.
In contrast, the equilibrium emergence of FTAs can facilitate (cannot prevent) global free
trade that would otherwise not occur (occur) through CUs. FTAs facilitate global free
trade when the FTA flexibility benefit of FTAs, i.e. the benefit each FTA member derive
from being able to form their own subsequent FTA, dominates the coordination benefits
CU members derive from coordination of their external tariffs. Ultimately, tariff binding
liberalization casts a negative shadow over the impact of CUs, but a positive shadow over
the impact of FTAs, on the prospect for global free trade.
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Chapter 6
Summary and Conclusions

Following the last successful multilateral round, the last few decades have witnessed a dra-
matic explosion in the numbers and membership of preferential trade agreements. While
the widespread concern that the formation of PTAs may undermine the prospect of global
free trade led to an extensive literature, the analysis on how the continual reduction in tar-
iff bindings affects the formation of PTAs and alters the role of Article XXIV of the GATT
in achieving global free trade is relatively scarce. In an extensive survey by Freund and
Ornelas (2010), they laid out the concerns regarding the lack of research on the effect of
global tariff negotiations on PTA formation. While the 1994 Uruguay Round represents the
last successful round of multilateral negotiations, subsequent tariff binding liberalization
has taken place on IT products through large plurilateral agreement known as the Infor-
mation Technology Agreement. Such an agreement has also been discussed as a template
for future plurilateral agreements, including an Environmental Goods Agreement. Thus,
multilateral tariff binding liberalization has taken place since the Uruguay Round and is
likely to continue taking place moving forward, even in the absence of a successful turn in
the currently-stalled Doha Round of negotiations. In this dissertation, we investigate the
impact of multilateral tariff binding liberalization on the equilibrium extent of Preferential
Trade Agreement (PTA) formation both statically and dynamically.

In both static and dynamic PTA formation settings, the ultimate objective of this
dissertation is to examine how continual reduction in the tariff bindings (either via global
trade negotiations or plurilateral agreements such as ITA) affects the preferences of both
member and non-member countries regarding PTAs and whether PTA formation ultimately
leads to global free trade or ends prematurely with a fragmented trading world with gated
globalization. While the literature has long understood that PTAs can impact the extent
of MFN tariff liberalization and hence the ultimate degree of global liberalization, the
literature has largely ignored that the extent of MFN tariff liberalization can impact PTA
formation and hence the ultimate degree of global tariff liberalization. This is despite
the fact that real world MFN tariff liberalization often takes the form of tariff binding
reductions which directly impact the incentives for PTA formation through changing the
MFN tariffs that countries face in the absence of a PTA. While the entire literature on the
role of PTAs ignores the role of tariff bindings in the tariff setting behaviour and examines
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the PTA formation assuming that countries are free in setting their optimal tariffs, we go
one step further and consider more realistic cases where countries are not able to impose
their optimal tariffs due to sufficiently tight tariff bindings.

In Chapter 3, using a static PTA formation game, we show that the flexible nature
of FTA formation due to the independent external tariff setting plays a major role in
identifying whether free riding or exclusion incentives play pivotal role in equilibrium.
When countries are completely symmetric, no country has an incentive to free ride on trade
liberalization by the other two countries while two countries have incentives to exclude the
third one when tariff bindings are sufficiently tight. Due to the flexibility in FTA formation,
such exclusion incentives go unexercised and free trade always obtains as the coalition proof
Nash equilibrium (CPNE) of the FTA game. However, since hub and spoke regimes are not
allowed in the CU game and CU members have veto power over CU expansion, countries
are able to exercise the exclusion incentive and thus free trade fails to be CPNE when tariff
bindings are sufficiently tight. This result suggests that, when countries are symmetric,
the pursuit of CUs undermines global free trade when tariff bindings are sufficiently tight
while FTA formation always acts as building blocs irrespective of the tariff bindings.

We then question when and why, if any, global free trade fails to obtain in FTA for-
mation game. To this end, we consider a scenario where countries are asymmetric with
respect to their comparative advantage. Our findings suggest that the country with a
weaker comparative advantage in the exporting goods (thus larger importer country) has
incentive to free ride on trade liberalization of the other two countries and this incentive
is critical for whether multilateral free trade obtains as a CPNE. Since the reduction in
bound tariff rates disciplines the ability of the free riding smaller exporting country in
setting its external tariffs, multilateral free trade arises more likely as a CPNE (and thus
acts as a building bloc). This result provides support for the idea that continual reduction
in tariff bindings facilitates the FTA formation in attaining global free trade.

Then, in Chapters 4 and 5, we build a three country dynamic model of PTA forma-
tion where countries form PTAs over time. To this end, in Chapter 4, we examine FTA
formation and CU formation games in isolation. Our main focus is on investigating the
impact of multilateral tariff binding liberalization on the equilibrium extent of FTA and
CU formation. When forming FTAs under relatively high tariff bindings, a myopic free
riding incentive of FTA non-members constrains FTA formation. Thus, tariff binding
liberalization can facilitate FTA expansion to global free trade. However, when forward
looking countries do not value this myopic free riding incentive, tariff binding liberalization
can impede FTA expansion to global free trade by effectively increasing tariff concessions
given by the FTA non-member so that FTA members have incentives to exclude the FTA
non-member from subsequent FTA expansion. Unlike our FTA game, the tension between
myopic and farsighted incentives disappears in our CU game and CU formation proceeds
to global free trade only for relatively high tariff bindings.

In practice, PTA formation involves countries endogenously choosing whether to form
FTAs or CUs. To this end, in Chapter 5, we examine the PTA game under which whether
FTAs or CUs emerge in equilibrium revolves around a dynamic trade off between the
coordination benefits of CUs and the flexibility benefit of FTAs. With relatively high tariff
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bindings, global free trade always emerges in equilibrium whether it be through FTA or
CU formation. However, outside these relatively high tariff bindings, CU members want
to exclude the CU non-member from CU expansion to global free trade because the tariff
bindings effectively force the CU non-member to grant substantial tariff concessions to
CU members. Indeed, the equilibrium emergence of CUs can prevent (cannot facilitate)
global free trade that would otherwise occur (not occur) through FTAs. In contrast, the
equilibrium emergence of FTAs can facilitate (cannot prevent) global free trade that would
otherwise not occur (occur) through CUs. FTAs facilitate global free trade when the FTA
flexibility benefit of FTAs, i.e. the benefit each FTA member derives from being able to
form their own subsequent FTA, dominates the coordination benefits CU members derive
from coordination of their external tariffs. Ultimately, tariff binding liberalization casts a
negative shadow over the impact of CUs, but a positive shadow over the impact of FTAs,
on the prospect for global free trade.

To the best of our knowledge, this dissertation is one of the first studies linking multi-
lateral tariff bindings to the endogenous PTA formation. To this end, we utilize a relatively
simple trade environment where countries are competing exporters and tariff bindings are
assumed to be symmetric and exogenously given. A number of extensions can be envisioned
as a future research agenda. In reality, tariff bindings are product specific and highly het-
erogeneous. Specifically, two immediate extensions can be: (i) allowing for asymmetric
bindings and (ii) endogenizing the multilateral negotiations over tariff bindings. Asym-
metric tariff bindings would have direct impact on the incentives for PTA formation and
thus a systematic exploration of the impact of continual reductions in asymmetric tar-
iff bindings on the static and dynamic free riding and exclusion incentives would be an
interesting area of research.

Central to our results derived in Chapter 3 and Chapters 4-5 is the notion of stability.
Alternative approaches to the notion of stability can be investigated especially for the
purpose of generalizing the number of countries. For instance, the pairwise stability concept
used in PTA formation as in Goyal and Joshi (2006) and Furusawa and Konishi (2007)
is relatively simpler concept in examining the impact of continual reductions in the tariff
bindings on PTA formation in an n-country framework. Using a three country model rules
out possibilities for a country to be a member of an FTA and CU at the same time. This
is a substantive restriction since, in practice, the trading regime is characterized by such
simultaneous preferential trade agreements relationships. It would be interesting to extend
our model into n country to take into account such patterns.

In trade theory, the terms-of-trade hypothesis posits that countries use tariffs in part to
improve their terms of trade and trade agreements cause them to internalize the costs that
such terms-of-trade shifts impose on other countries. Consistent with this hypothesis, the
primary motivation behind the preferential trade agreement formation in this dissertation
is based on terms of trade motives and we abstract from other factors such as political
economy pressures. Therefore, one immediate extension would be to integrate political
economy motivation via import and export lobbies within PTA formation. To this end,
one can follow the models as in Ornelas (2005, 2008) and Stoyanov and Yildiz (2015).
The differences in political idiosyncrasies and protectionist preferences across countries
may induce “similar” countries to negotiate PTAs rather than participate in large scale
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multilateral deals. Therefore, the political economy factors may play an important role in
the analysis of endogenous formation of PTAs both statically and dynamically.

Finally, as Rodrik (2018) recently pointed out, trade agreements have evolved and
gone beyond import tariffs and quotas into regulatory rules and harmonization (patent
rules, health and safety regulations, labour standards, investment investor courts, etc.).
Therefore, it is common to observe in modern trade agreements that there are several
issues, such as trade-related intellectual property rights, rules about cross-border capi-
tal flows, investor-state dispute settlement procedures, and harmonization of regulatory
standards, being negotiated beyond lowering traditional border barriers and the economic
consequences are far more ambiguous. PTAs with deep integration provisions seek to
strengthen the contestability of markets for firms in partner countries mainly via (i) pro-
tection of foreign firms and their interests; (ii) liberalization of behind-the-border trade
barriers; and (iii) harmonization of domestic trade rules to enhance the efficiency of in-
ternational production. This dissertation abstracts away from the discussion of shallow
versus deep integration and we leave it for future research.
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Appendix A
Appendix of Chapter 2

In this Appendix we provide the necessary supporting calculations.

A.1 Welfare levels

We begin by reporting welfare levels under different policy regimes as a function of tariffs
and comparative advantage. For an arbitrary tariffs vector t=(tij, tik, tji, tjk, tki, tkj), we
can write country i’s welfare as

wi =
∑

g

CSgi +
∑

g

PSgi +
∑

z 6=i
tizx

I
z,

where consumer surplus in country i equals

∑

g

CSgi =
1

2

[(
α− P I

i

)2
+
(
α− P J

j + tji
)2

+
(
α− P J

k + tki
)2
]

,

its producer surplus equals

∑

g

PSgi =
1

2

[(
P I
i

)2
+ (1 + λi)

(
P J
j − tji

)2
+ (1 + λi)

(
PK
k − tki

)2
]

and the tariff revenue is given by

∑

z 6=i
tizx

I
z = tij[(2 + λj)P

I
j − α] + tik[(2 + λk)P

I
k − α]
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Using the above formulae and the optimal tariff levels reported in the text, we can
easily calculate welfare levels under all possible trade regimes. To save space, we do not
include the algebraic details underlying these straightforward calculations.
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Appendix B
Appendix of Chapter 3

In this Appendix we provide the necessary supporting proofs.

B.1 Proofs

Proof of Lemma 3.1

Using the welfare and optimum tariff levels (when feasible) reported in the text and
setting λz = λ, where z = i, j, k, we can show the following for all τ and λ:

4wi(ij −∅) = 4wj(ij −∅) > 0

∆wk(F − ij) > 0;wi(ih− F ) > 0;wi(ih− ij) > 0;wi(ih−∅) > 0; and ∆wj(F − ih) > 0.

We also have:

4wk(ij −∅) > 0 when τ > τ(λ) where tf < τ(λ) < t∅

∆wj(ih− ik) = ∆wk(ih− ij) > 0 when τ < τ(λ) where tf < τ(λ) < t∅

and
τ(λ) ≥ τ(λ) for all λ

Proof of Proposition 3.1a
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Under symmetry, ∆wi(F − ij) = ∆wj(F − ij) < 0 when τ < τ̂(λ) where tf < τ̂(λ) < t∅

and ∂∆wi(F−ij)
∂τ

> 0.

Proof of Proposition 3.2

It is immediate from the above welfare and reported optimum tariff levels (when feasi-
ble) and Lemma 3.1.

Proof of Proposition 3.1b

While ∆wi(F − ij) = ∆wj(F − ij) < 0 and two symmetric countries have an incentive
to exclude the third when τ < τ̂(λ), it is immediate from part (iii) of Lemma 1 that each
of the excluding countries have incentives to further deviate and thus the initial deviation
is not self-enforcing, implying that the exclusion incentive goes unexercised.

Proof of Proposition 3.3

Using the Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 3.1a, there exists no self-enforcing deviation from
the announcement profile leading to free trade.

Proof of Lemma 3.2

Using the welfare and optimum tariff levels (when feasible) reported above and setting
λ ≤ λs < λl = λl′ = λ, we can show the following for any τ and λ:

∂wl(F −∅)

∂λs
< 0;

∂wl′(F − sl)
∂λs

< 0;
∂wl(F − ll′)

∂λs
< 0;

∂wl′(F − lh)

∂λs
< 0;

∂wl(sl −∅)

∂λs
< 0;

∂wl′(sh− sl)
∂λs

< 0 and
∂wl(lh− ll′)

∂λs
< 0

Proof of Lemma 3.3

Using the welfare and reported optimum tariff levels (when feasible) and setting λ ≤
λs < λl = λl′ = λ, we can show the following for any τ and λ:

∆wl(sl−∅) > 0; ∆wl(lh− ll′) > 0; ∆wl(F−φ) > 0; ∆wl(F−sl′) > 0 and ∆wl(F− l′h) > 0

and
∆wl(F − sh) > 0 and ∆ws(sh− sl) > 0.

Proof of Proposition 3.4

Using parts (i) and (ii) of Lemma 3.3, even when two countries have incentives to jointly
exclude the third, this joint deviation from the announcement profile leading to free trade
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is not self-enforcing since each of the initially deviating country has an incentive to further
deviate to become the hub country: ∆wl(lh− ll′) > 0 and ∆ws(sh− sl) > 0 for all τ and
λ.

Proof of Proposition 3.5

As clearly shown in the text, using Lemma 3.3 and Proposition 3.4, the binding self-
enforcing deviation from the announcement profile leading to global free trade is the uni-
lateral deviation of the smaller exporting country from σs = {l, l′} to σs = {φ, φ} leading

to deviation from 〈F 〉 to 〈ll′〉: ∆ws(F − ll′) ≤ 0 when λs < λs(F − ll′) where ∂λs(F−ll′)
∂τ

≥ 0.

Proof of Proposition 3.6

When λs < λs(F − ll′) holds, the announcement profile leading to global free trade
fails to be CPNE. Announcement profile leading to no agreement ∅ is never a CPNE since
∆wl(ll

′−∅) > 0 for all τ , λ and λs. Similarly, the announcement profile leading to 〈lh〉 is
never a CPNE as well. To see it more clearly, it is immediate from Lemma 3.3 part (i) that
∆wl(F −sh) > 0 for all τ , λ and λs and thus two larger exporters always have an incentive
to coalitionally change their announcements from {s, φ} and {s, φ} to {s, l′} and {s, l}
respectively, taking country s’s announcement fixed at σs = {l, l′}. It is a self-enforcing
deviation since a larger exporting country has no incentive to unilaterally deviate from
its announcement that leads to free trade as established in Lemma 3. When we consider
the announcement profile that leads to a 〈lh〉, we first note that λs(F − ll′) > λs(F − lh)
and thus country s under Ωlh always has an incentive to unilaterally deviate from from
{l, φ} to {φ, φ} converting 〈lh〉 to 〈ll′〉 and thus the announcement profile leading to 〈lh〉
is not even a Nash equilibrium (therefore not a CPNE). Note that there exists no self
enforcing coalitional deviations from the announcement profile Ωll′ and thus it is a CPNE
when λs < λs(F − ll′). Finally, the critical deviation under Ωsl is the joint announcement
deviation of countries s and l′ from their respective announcements {l, φ} and {φ, φ} to
{l, l′} and {s, φ} converting 〈sl〉 into 〈sh〉. We know from part (ii) of Lemma 3.3 that
country s always has an incentive to participate in such a coalitional deviation while
country l′ does so only when λs < λl′(sh− sl). This joint announcement deviation is self-
enforcing since neither s nor l′ has an incentive to further deviate taking the announcement
of complements as given. When λl′(sh− sl) < λs < λs(F − ll′) holds, there exists no other
self-enforcing deviation from Ωsl and thus it is a CPNE.
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Proof of Lemma 3.4

Using the welfare and optimum tariff levels (when feasible) reported in the text and
setting λ ≤ λs = λs′ < λl = λ, we can show the following for all τ , λ and λs:

∆wi(ij −∅) > 0, i, j = s, s′, l

wi(ih) > max{wi(F ), wi(ij), wi(∅)}, i, j = s, s′, l and ∆ws(F − lh) = ∆ws′(F − lh) > 0

∆wl(F − sh) = ∆wl(F − s′h) > 0

∆wl(F − ss′) > 0

λs(F − s′l) > λs(F − s′h) and
∂λs(F − s′l)

∂τ
≥ 0

and we have:

∆ws(F − s′h) = ∆ws′(F − sh) > 0 when λs > λs(F − s′h)

∆ws(F − s′l) = ∆ws′(F − sl) > 0 when λs > λs(F − s′l)

Proof of Proposition 3.7

As clearly shown in the text, using Lemma 3.4, the binding self-enforcing deviation
from the announcement profile leading to global free trade is the unilateral deviation of
the smaller exporting country from σs = {s′, l} to σs = {φ, φ} leading to deviation from

〈F 〉 to 〈s′l〉: ∆ws(F − s′l) ≤ 0 when λs < λs(F − s′l) where ∂λs(F−s′l)
∂τ

≥ 0.

Proof of Lemma 3.5

Using the welfare and optimum tariff levels (when feasible) reported in the text and
setting λz = λ, where z = i, j, k, we can show the following:

∆wi(ij
u−∅) = ∆wj(ij

u−∅) > 0; ∆wk(ij
u−∅) < 0 and ∆wk(F−iju) > 0 for all τ and λ

and

∆wi(F − iju) = ∆wj(F − iju) > 0 when τ > τ̂u(λ) where tu < τ̂u(λ) < t∅
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Proof of Proposition 3.8

As clearly shown in the text, using Lemma 3.5, the binding self-enforcing deviation from
the announcement profile leading to global free trade is the coalitional deviation of two
symmetric countries to exclude the third one from the free trade network: ∆wi(F − iju) =
∆wj(F − iju) > 0 when τ > τ̂u(λ) where tu < τ̂u(λ) < t∅. When τ < τ̂u(λ) holds, the
announcement profile leading to global free trade fails to be CPNE. Announcement profile
leading to no agreement ∅ is never a CPNE since ∆wi(ij

u − ∅) = ∆wj(ij
u − ∅) > 0 for

all τ and λ. The announcement profile leading to a bilateral CU is a CPNE only when
τ ≤ τ̂u(λ).
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Appendix C
Appendix of Chapter 4

In this Appendix we provide the necessary supporting proofs.

C.1 Proofs

Before we present the proofs from the main text, we present an additional proof that
will be used in Propositions 4.2-5.1.

Lemma C.1 Consider a subgame at gCUij . The equilibrium outcome in the subgame is

(i) gCUij → gFT if τ > τ̄CUIN

(ii) gCUij → gCUij if τ ≤ τ̄CUIN .

Proof. Lemma 4.6(ii) implies Vk
(
gFT

)
> Vk

(
gCUij

)
. Moreover, by definition, Vh

(
gFT

)
>

Vh
(
gCUij

)
for h = i, j if and only if τ > τ̄CUIN . Thus, the first CU insider in the protocol,

say i, proposes gFT to j and k, who both accept, if τ > τ̄CUIN . But, no CU insider accepts
a proposal, and hence no CU insider makes a proposal, if τ ≤ τ̄CUIN . Thus, gCUij → gFT if
τ > τ̄CUIN but gCUij → gCUij if τ ≤ τ̄CUIN .

We now present proofs of lemmas and propositions from the main text.

Proof of Lemma 4.1

Using the welfare and optimum tariff levels (when feasible under the given tariff binding)
reported in the text, we can show the following for all τ :

∆wi(g
FTA
ij − g∅) = ∆wj(g

FTA
ij − g∅) > 0

∆wi(g
H
i − gFTAij ) = ∆wi(g

H
i − gFTAik ) > 0

∆wi(g
FT
i − gHj ) > 0 and ∆wi(g

FT − gFTAjk ) > 0
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We also have:

∆wi(g
H
j − gjk) > 0 if and only if τ < τ̄FTAOUT where τ̄FTAOUT ∈

(
tf , tφ

)

∆wi(g
FTA
ij − gFTAjk ) > 0 for τ < τ̃ where τ̃ ∈

(
τ̄FTAOUT , t

φ
)

and
∆wi(g

FT
i − gFTAij ) > 0 if and only if τ > τ̄FTAIN where τ̄FTAIN ∈

(
tf , tφ

)
.�

Proof of Lemma 4.2

Part (i): Using the welfare and optimum tariff levels (when feasible under the given
tariff binding) reported in the text, we can show the following:

If gFTAij −→ gFTAij , it is immediate from part (i) of Lemma 1 that ∆wi(g
FTA
ij − g∅) =

∆wj(g
FTA
ij − g∅) > 0.

If gFTAij → gHi → gFT , wi
(
gFTAij

)
+ βwi

(
gHi
)

+ β2

1−βwi
(
gFT

)
> wj

(
gFTAij

)
+ βwj

(
gHi
)

+
β2

1−βwj
(
gFT

)
and wj

(
gFTAij

)
+ βwj

(
gHi
)

+ β2

1−βwj
(
gFT

)
> Vi (g∅) = Vj (g∅) hold for all β.

Part (ii): For sufficiently high β and relevant τ values over which gFTAij → gHi → gFT

and gFTAjk → gHj → gFT , using the welfare and optimum tariff levels (when feasible under

the given tariff binding) reported in the text, we can show that wi
(
gFTAij

)
+ βwi

(
gHi
)

+
β2

1−βwi
(
gFT

)
> wi

(
gFTAjk

)
+ βwi

(
gHj
)

+ β2

1−βwi
(
gFT

)
always holds.�

Proof of Lemma 4.3

Lemma 4.1(i) implies the first spoke in the protocol, say j, proposes an FTA with k
who accepts. Thus, gHi → gFT .�

Proof of Lemma 4.4

Given i proposes before j in the protocol, then either i or k proposes in stage 1a.
Moreover, Lemma 4.3 implies gHz → gFT in any subgame at gHz . Thus, by definition,
Vi
(
gHi
)
> 1

1−δwi
(
gFTAij

)
⇔ β < β̄IN (τ) and Vk

(
gHi
)
> 1

1−δwk
(
gFTAij

)
⇔ β > β̄OUT (τ).

Moreover, parts (i) and (iv) of Lemma 4.1 imply wi
(
gHi
)
> wi

(
gFT

)
> wi

(
gHj
)

so that

Vi
(
gHi
)
> Vi

(
gHj
)
.

First, suppose β ∈
(
β̄OUT (τ) , β̄IN (τ)

)
. Then, in stage 1a, i (or k) proposes an FTA

with k (or i) and k (or i) accepts. Hence, the equilibrium outcome in the subgame is
gFTAij → gHi . Second, suppose β < β̄OUT (τ). Then, k rejects any FTA proposal received
from i or j and chooses to make no proposal as the proposer. Hence, the equilibrium
outcome in the subgame is gFTAij → gFTAij . Third, suppose β > β̄IN (τ). Then, i and j
choose to make no FTA proposal as the proposer and reject any proposal received from k.
Hence, the equilibrium outcome in the subgame is gFTAij → gFTAij .�

Proof of Proposition 4.1

Note throughout that country b (c) receives an arbitrarily small non-economic benefit
ε > 0 from FTA formation with country a rather than country c (b) and country a receives
an arbitrarily small non-economic benefit ε > 0 from FTA formation with country b rather
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than country c. Moreover, Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 describe the equilibrium transitions from
subgames at the FTA insider-outsider networks and hub-spoke networks. In particular,
letting i be the most attractive FTA insider, gFTAij → gHi → gFT if and only if β ∈(
β̄OUT (τ) , β̄IN (τ)

)
but gFTAij → gFTAij otherwise.

Stage 2. First, suppose β /∈
(
β̄OUT (τ) , β̄IN (τ)

)
. Then, Lemma 4.4 implies gFTAij →

gFTAij and Vz
(
gFTAij

)
> Vz (g∅) for z = i, j by Lemma 4.1(i). Second, suppose β ∈(

β̄OUT (τ) , β̄IN (τ)
)
. Then, Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 imply gFTAij → gHi → gFT where country

i is the more attractive FTA insider. In turn, Vz
(
gFTAij

)
> Vz (g∅) for z = i, j either by

Lemma 4.1(i) or Lemma 4.2(i). Thus, country b proposes FTA formation with country a,
who accepts, when β /∈

(
β̄OUT (τ) , β̄IN (τ)

)
given the non-economic benefits but proposes

FTA formation with country c, who accepts, when β ∈
(
β̄OUT (τ) , β̄IN (τ)

)
given parts (i)

and (iv) of Lemma 4.1 imply wb
(
gHb
)
> wb

(
gFT

)
> wb

(
gHa
)

so that Vb
(
gFTAbc

)
> Vb

(
gFTAab

)
.

Stage 1b. Note the equilibrium outcome in Stage 2 and that Va
(
gFTAab

)
= Va

(
gFTAac

)
>

Va (g∅). First, suppose β /∈
(
β̄OUT (τ) , β̄IN (τ)

)
. Then, country a proposes FTA formation

with country b, who accepts, if country c rejected country a’s proposal in Stage 1a. But,
given the non-economic benefits, country a makes no proposal if country b rejected country
a’s proposal in Stage 1a.

Second, suppose β ∈
(
β̄OUT (τ) , β̄IN (τ)

)
. Then, given Lemma 4.2(ii), country a pro-

poses FTA formation with country c, who accepts given the non-economic benefits, if
country b rejected country a’s proposal in Stage 1a. But, given the outcome of gFTAbc in
Stage 2 implies country b will reject an FTA proposal from country a, country a makes no
proposal to country b if country c rejected country a’s proposal in Stage 1a.

Stage 1a. First, suppose β ∈
(
β̄OUT (τ) , β̄IN (τ)

)
noting that Vi

(
gFTAij

)
> Vi

(
gFTAjk

)

by Lemma 4.2(ii). Then, the non-economic benefits imply country a proposes an FTA with
country b who accepts given the equilibrium outcome of gFTAac in Stage 1b upon its rejection
in Stage 1a. Second, suppose β /∈

(
β̄OUT (τ) , β̄IN (τ)

)
. Then, the non-economic benefits

imply country a proposes an FTA with country b who, given the equilibrium outcome of
gFTAab in Stage 1b, accepts. Thus, the equilibrium path of networks is g∅ → gFTAab → gHa →
gFT if β ∈

(
β̄OUT (τ) , β̄IN (τ)

)
but g∅ → gFTAab if β /∈

(
β̄OUT (τ) , β̄IN (τ)

)
.�

Proof of Lemma 4.6

Using the welfare and optimum tariff levels (when feasible under the given tariff binding)
reported in the text, we can show the following for all τ :

∆wi(g
CU
ij − g∅) > 0 ∆wk(g

CU
ij − g∅) < 0 and ∆wk(g

FT − gCUij ) > 0.

We also have:

∆wi(g
FT − gCUij ) > 0 if and only if τ > τ̄CUIN where τ̄CUIN ∈

(
tCU , t

φ
)

and
∆wi(g

CU
ij − gFTAij ) > 0 for τ > tf .�

Proof of Proposition 4.2
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Note throughout that country b (c) receives an arbitrarily small non-economic benefit
ε > 0 from CU formation with country a rather than country c (b) and country a receives
an arbitrarily small non-economic benefit ε > 0 from CU formation with country b rather
than country c. Moreover, Lemma C.1 describes the equilibrium transitions from CU
insider-outsider networks with gCUij → gFT if τ > τ̄CUIN but gCUij → gCUij if τ ≤ τ̄CUIN .

Stage 2. Lemma 4.6(i) and, given the veto power of CU members, Lemma C.1 imply
that Vi

(
gCUij

)
> Vi (g∅) regardless of the equilibrium transition in the subgame at gCUij .

Thus, given the non-economic benefits, country b proposes a CU with country a and
country a accepts.

Stage 1b. Given the equilibrium outcome in Stage 2 and the non-economic benefits,
country a makes no proposal to c if country b rejected country a’s proposal in Stage 1a
but country a proposes a CU with country b, and country b accepts, if country c rejected
country a’s proposal in Stage 1a.

Stage 1a. Given gCUab emerges in Sage 1b or Stage 2, country a proposes a CU with
country b who accepts. Thus, the equilibrium path of networks is g∅ → gCUab → gFT if
τ > τ̄CUIN but g∅ → gCUab if τ ≤ τ̄CUIN .�
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Appendix D
Appendix of Chapter 5

In this Appendix we provide the necessary supporting proofs.

D.1 Proofs

Proof of Proposition 5.1

Note throughout that country b (c) receives an arbitrarily small non-economic benefit
ε > 0 from FTA formation with country a rather than country c (b) and country a receives
an arbitrarily small non-economic benefit ε > 0 from FTA formation with country b rather
than country c. Moreover, Lemmas 4.3, 4.4 and C.1 describe the equilibrium transitions
from, respectively, hub-spoke, FTA insider-outsider and CU insider-outsider networks.

First, suppose β /∈
(
β̄OUT (τ) , β̄IN (τ)

)
so that gFTAij → gFTAij .

Stage 2. The veto power held by CU insiders over CU expansion together with parts
(i) and (iii) of Lemma 4.6 and Lemma 4.1(i) implies Vi

(
gCUij

)
≥ Vi

(
gFTAij

)
> Vi (g∅). Thus,

given the non-economic benefits, country b proposes CU formation with a who accepts.

Stage 1b. As in Stage 2, Vi
(
gCUij

)
≥ Vi

(
gFTAij

)
> Vi (g∅). Moreover, given the

equilibrium outcome in Stage 2 of gCUab , country b accepts a CU proposal from country
a. Thus, if country c rejected country a’s proposal in Stage 1a so that country a can
propose to country b, the non-economic benefits imply country a proposes CU formation
with country b who accepts. In contrast, given the equilibrium outcome in Stage 2 of gCUab ,
country a makes no proposal if country b rejected country a’s proposal in Stage 1a.

Stage 1a. Given the equilibrium outcome in Stage 1b or Stage 2 and the logic in
these stages, country a proposes CU formation with country b who accepts. Thus, the
equilibrium path of networks when β /∈

(
β̄OUT (τ) , β̄IN (τ)

)
is g∅ → gCUab if τ ≤ τ̄CUIN but

g∅ → gCUab → gFT if τ > τ̄CUIN .

Second, suppose β ∈
(
β̄OUT (τ) , β̄IN (τ)

)
so that gFTAij → gHi → gFT where country i is

the more attractive FTA insider in terms of non-economic benefits.
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Stage 2. Lemma 4.1(i) combined with Lemma 4.2, Lemma 4.6(iii) and the veto power
of CU insiders over CU expansion implies that Vb

(
gCUab

)
≥ Vb

(
gFTAab

)
> Vb (g∅). Moreover,

Vb
(
gFTAbc

)
> Vb

(
gCUbc

)
if and only if β ∈

(
βFlex (τ) , β̄Flex (τ)

)
but Vc

(
gFTAbc

)
> Vc (g∅) by

Lemma 4.2(i). Thus, given Vb
(
gCUbc

)
= Vb

(
gCUab

)
, country b proposes FTA formation with

country c , who accepts, if β ∈
(
βFlex (τ) , β̄Flex (τ)

)
. But, given the non-economic benefits,

country b proposes CU formation with country a , who accepts, if β /∈
(
βFlex (τ) , β̄Flex (τ)

)
.

Stage 1b. Suppose country c rejected country a’s proposal in Stage 1a so that country
a can propose to country b. Given the equilibrium outcome in Stage 2, country b will only
accept country a’s proposal if country a proposes CU formation and will only accept a CU
proposal if β /∈

(
βFlex (τ) , β̄Flex (τ)

)
. Indeed, following similar logic to Stage 2, country a

proposes CU formation with country b, who accepts, when β /∈
(
βFlex (τ) , β̄Flex (τ)

)
. But,

given the equilibrium outcome in Stage 2 of gFTAbc when β ∈
(
βFlex (τ) , β̄Flex (τ)

)
, country

a makes no proposal when β ∈
(
βFlex (τ) , β̄Flex (τ)

)
.

Now suppose country b rejected country a’s proposal in Stage 1a so that country a
can propose to country c. Let β ∈

(
βFlex (τ) , β̄Flex (τ)

)
. Then, Vi

(
gFTAij

)
> Vi

(
gCUij

)

where country i is more attractive than country j based on non-economic benefits. Thus,
given the equilibrium outcome in Stage 2 of gFTAbc and the non-economic benefits, Lemma
4.2(ii) implies country a proposes FTA formation with country c who accepts. Now let
β /∈

(
βFlex (τ) , β̄Flex (τ)

)
. Then, Vi

(
gCUij

)
> Vi

(
gFTAij

)
where country i is more attractive

than country j based on non-economic benefits. Thus, given the equilibrium outcome in
Stage 2 of gCUab and the non-economic benefits, country a proposes CU formation with
country b who accepts.

Stage 1a. Given the equilibrium outcome in Stage 1b and the non-economic benefits,
country a proposes a CU with country b, who accepts, when β /∈

(
βFlex (τ) , β̄Flex (τ)

)

but, given Lemma 4.2(ii), country a proposes an FTA with country b, who accepts, when
β ∈

(
βFlex (τ) , β̄Flex (τ)

)
.

Thus, the equilibrium path of networks when β ∈
(
β̄OUT (τ) , β̄IN (τ)

)
is (i) g∅ →

gFTAab → gHi → gFT if β ∈
(
βFlex (τ) , β̄Flex (τ)

)
, (ii) g∅ → gCUab if β /∈

(
βFlex (τ) , β̄Flex (τ)

)

and τ ≤ τ̄CUIN and (iii) g∅ → gCUab → gFT if β /∈
(
βFlex (τ) , β̄Flex (τ)

)
and τ > τ̄CUIN . Finally,

note that β̄IN (τ) ≥ β̄Flex (τ) and thus the constraint of Lemma 4.4 that gFTAij → gHi → gFT

requires β < β̄IN (τ) does not bind on the equilibrium path.�
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